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BG man charged with grand theft
by Teresa Tarantlno
staff reporter
A Bowling Green resident was
arrested Tuesday night by University police and charged with
grand theft one after two University students called campus
safety to report a suspicious

person in University Lot 8.
Mark Lay, of 303 N. Enterprise St., an employee of Manville Corp. in Waterville, was
arrested after police arrived at
the lot north of Offenhauer Towers and found him in possession
of a front grill taken from a
nearby car, according to Wil-

liam Bess, director of Public
Safety.
The grill was valued at $300.
Lay appeared in court yesterday morning and was released
on bis own recognizance after
being charged with a felony
theft.
He is scheduled for a pretrial

hearing on Nov. 4.
The maximum penalty for
grand theft one is five years in
prison and a $2,500 fine.
LAY HAS a record of a previous petty theft conviction in
Bowling Green Municipal Court
from October 1979.
Bess said two University stu-

dents were parking their car in
the lot when they noticed a car
parked in front of other parked
cars in the lot. The students
copied down the car's license
number and got a complete description of the suspect, Bess
said
The students then went to a

University building where they
called campus police, he said.
Bess said if it had not been for
the two students' cooperation
Lay would not have been apprehended.
He declined to release the
students' names pending hearings.

G.S.-China
agreement
threatened
WASHINGTON (AP) - Newly
uncovered information that
China has recently offered sensitive nuclear technology to Iran
and other nations threatens to
derail the U.S.-China nuclear
cooperation agreement signed
in July, congressional experts
and other analysts said yesterThey voiced concern that
China will help other nations,
including Iran, acquire a nuclear weapons capability in violation of the spirit of the U.S.China nuclear agreement, which
provides the framework for
sales of U.S. commercial nuclear technology to China.
Sen. Alan Cranston, D-Calif.,
went public with charges Monday that China has aided, or
offered aid, to Brazil, Argentina,
Pakistan, South Africa and Iran.
"My information is that China
has either engaged in serious
nuclear trade negotiations with
or actually has continued a series of nuclear exports to each
and every one of these five 'nuclear outlaw' nations subsequent to Chinese discussions
with the Reagan administration
officials on the importance of
curbingF such troublesome exports,' he said.
CRANSTON ACCUSED the
Reagan administration of a
cover-up in suppressing such
information and said he would
oppose the agreement, which
would take effect early next
year unless Congress blocks it
Other informed congressional
sources said China had offered
to sell nuclear technology to
Iran after the agreement with
the United States takes effect.

Running late

BG News/Kevin Hopkins

A jogger runs between Eppler South and the Education Building late yesterday afternoon.

Busy Homecoming weekend planned
by Patti Skinner
staff reporter
This weekend's activities will
wind up a year of work for the
Homecoming Committee.
Events were scheduled
throughout the week, but the
weekend celebration starts with
an almost constant flow of activity from 4:30 to 11 pjn. on Friday.
The Homecoming parade to
the intramural fields near the
stadium begins the evening.
About 60 units are marching ui
the parade, including the Falcon
Marching Band, the Sic Sic Kazoo Band, floats from a number
of residence halls and some entries from the communitysuch
as the Wood County One Wheelers, a group of unicyclists.
Once the parade reaches the

Additional Homecoming events, page 4.
intramural fields a snake dance
will begin. The Resident Student
Association is sponsoring the
snake dance and nopes to set a
world record. The old record, 8,659, was set by a group in England, and before that the
University held the record from
1974 to 1976.
DAVE RICE, RSA vice president, said RSA is organizing the
snake dance to promote school
spirit and anyone is welcome
including faculty, alumni and
coummunity people.
The snake dance will wind
across campus past all the residence halls and greek living
units and end at College Park for

a pep rally and bonfire sponsored by the Student Athletic
Board. Coaches and players including quarterback Brian McClure and tight end Jerry
yless will speak at the pep
Fireworks will mark the
grand finale of the evening.
Greg Decrane, Student Activities director, said the fireworks
display will resemble the end of
a Fourth of July fireworks show.
The four minutes of fireworks
cost $1,500 and will include a
ground display
of a huge cake
with a "75'rin the middle.
Saturday, numerous receptions are being held for alumni,
including reunions for the

Rock stars get hungry, too

Organization to supply munchies
by Julie Fauble
staff reporter
When John Waite and Cheap
Trick come to Bowling Green,
they require more than Just
lights, a stage and an audience.

They and their crews need to be
fed.
The University Activities Organization supplies the crews
with food for breakfast and
lunch, which they prepare themselves, and caters their dinner.

UAO also stocks the stars'dressing rooms with food and beverThe bands include their requests for food in the contract
with the University, which is
standard procedure for an event

like this, said Gale Swanka, director of UAO.
For his dressing room, John
Waite has requested grilled
chicken, cheese, fruit and vegetable platters, crackers, potato
chips, wheat bread, tuna fish,
mayonnaise and one large Bermuda onion.
For when be and his band get
thirsty, they have requested coffee and tea, three gallons of
green Gatorade, spring water,
fruit juices, two cases of soft
thinks and about three gallons of
Perrier.
CHEAP TRICK'S requests for
their dressing room include fruit
juices, spring water, two cases
of soft drinks, tortilla chips,
potato chips, fruit and vegetable
trays, enchilada dip, plain and
Peanut M&Ms and two large,
hot pizzas.

BG News/Jo* Phdan
After they shopped for most of the food to feed Cheap Trick and John Waite, UAO members Ellen
Boehm, sophomore psychology major (left), and Tricla Perry, sophomore RTVF major, had to store It In their
rooms In MacDonald Quad. The room will be empty of the excess groceries when the food Is moved Into the
bands' dressing rooms sometime today.

The bands also requested 10
cases of beer and two bottles of
white wine, but the University
will not supply that. Swanka
said alcohol is not allowed in
Anderson Arena.
Trida Perry, one of the members of the committee responsible for purchasing the food, said
that collecting all the food required hours of shopping and 45
minutes in the pop aisle alone.
KatherineStec, another of the
committee members, said some
of the brand names requested,
such as Bumble Bee Albacore
Tuna (packed in water) and
Orange Perrier, are hard to find
in Bowling Green.
...
The committee also had to
• See Food, page 4.

classes of '60 and '65 and a
luncheon for graduates of the
•20s and '30s.
Larry Weiss, assistant vice
president of alumni affairs, said
about 80 people have signed up
for '20s/'30s luncheon.
AT 8:39 A.M. the 7.5-kilometer
race sponsored by the Student
Recreation Center starts at the
Ice Arena, goes around the golf
course and stadium area and
ends at the Alumni Center.
There are 42 divisions for runners, according to Michelle
Harder, assistant director at the
Rec.
Entry forms are available at
the Rec Center through the day
of the race and there is no entry
fee.
The Resident Student Association and Kent State University's

equivilent organization is biking
the game ball from Kent to
Bowling Green, about a 150-mile
ride. The Kent riders will leave
about their university about 3
a.m. and be met halfway by the
BG bikers who will bring the ball
to the stadium.
At the game the Alumni Band
of about 150 members will perform during pre-game with the
Marching Band. Alumni Band
members were sent the music
ahead of time and will march on
to the field to play the fight song,
alma mater and national anthem. Edith Ludwig Bell will
direct the band during the alma
mater, which she wrote in 1960.
During pre-game the Homecoming King and Queen winners
will be announced. After the
game the first Anniversary
• See Homecoming, page 9.

Waite
talks
'Boy millionaire' getting through
by Greg Klerkx
Friday editor
John Waite doesn't want to
be known as a teen heartthrob, but he doesn't mind
being called a "boy millionaire!''
In a phone interview with
71»e BG News last week,
Waite, who is playing in concert with Cheap Trick at 7:30
tonight in Anderson Arena,
commented on his performing and acting career, songwriting, the Irish Republican
Army and, of course, rock 'n'
roll.
Raised in the Lakes District
of Northern England, Waite
now has
permanent
homes in
New York
and England. He
formed
the Babys
In 1975,
catting
four sue- Waite
cessful albums and establishing himself and the band as
teen idob. The Babys broke
up in 1981 and Waite released
bis first solo album, Ignition,
in 1982. Waite's second solo
album. No Brakes, turned out
to be his biggest success to
date, spawning the Top 10
single ■'Missing You."
Waite is touring In i
of his third solo effort,
of Smiles.
You've been called a tea

heart-throb in some circles.
How do feel about that sort of
label?
Teen heart-throb? I don't
really think I'm a teen heartthrob. If that's a response to
my music, that's fine because
I'm getting through. I don't
care about age, sex or race or
anything if I'm getting
through to people. No, not
really teen heart-throb:
maybe "boy millionaire."
Many of the songs yon write
seem to be very personal.
How do yon approach songwi'lUng?
I sort of look into the mirror, then hit the piano. I carry
around a notebook all the
time and certain things just
hit me. I was looking through
the notebook a couple of days
ago and I couldn't believe
some of the things I'd written
down.
I was listening to a McCartney song the other day called
"No One" (sings several lines
from the song). I was riding
in our (tour) bus at about 70
miles an hour when someone
put that song on and it was
really incredible. I turned to
my friend Howard and I said,
"How can anyone be that
sensitive?" He (Paul McCartney) was just so in touch with
what he was feeling. That's
how I want my songs to be.
What was "Missing Yen"
•See Waite, page 8.

Editorial
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Botha bites back
An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth. Is this the
level that relations between western nations
and South Africa have sunk to?
South African President P.W. Botha said Monday
that his government could put a million Americans
out of work by withholding chromium exports to the
United States. This move was in response to limited
economic sanctions imposed by the United States in
September and the Commonwealth of Britain and
48 of its former colonies Sunday.
The Commonwealth approved sanctions involving arms and oil sales, nuclear cooperation, government loans and trade missions.
Botha stressed that the world should cooperate
with South Africa in the interests of the whole of
southern Africa, saying that withholding the chromium exports could bring western Europe's auto
industry to a standstill.
Reference books indicate that in 1983, South
Africa, as the major supplier of chromium and
some other strategic metals needed in the West,
had 91 percent of the world's chromium reserves.
Although it is unknown exactly what effect Botha's threat would have if it were carried through, it
is obvious that South Africa does have influence on
Western economies and cannot be dismissed
lightly.
But such threats should not weaken the stand of
the nations who have imposed sanctions on South
Africa in protest of its continuing support of apartheid.
While political maneuvers are decided by each
side, riots, killings and racial segregation continue
without the prospect of much progress.
The South African government must realize that
the Western nations are serious in their denunciation and are willing to support their position. The
lives of the innocent must not be the sacrifice of
politics.
Although Western nations may be hurt in the
political battle to end apartheid, they must realize
it is a smaller sacrifice than that of human lives.

Report crimes immediately
Campus police cannot act without cooperation of victims
Editor's note: BID Melden,
who's column usually occupies
this space on Thursdays, Is sick
this week. Look for his column
here next week.
Teresa Tarantlno
Over the last three yean I've
listened to students, faculty and
staff at this University complain
about and question the effectiveness of the campus police.
There have been many times
when I've agreed with the arguments raised. But reflecting on
the outbreak of serious crimes
on campus and the manner in
which they were reported to
police, my sentiments have
changed.
There have been at least four
violent crimes committed at this
University in the last five weeks
and once again people are starting to ask: "Why isnt something being done about it, why
areri t these people being caught
and prosecuted?"

days. Only one victim, who was
attacked by two males and
threatened with a knife, made
an immediate report to police.
Just what do they expect the
police to do with this information, or rather the lack of it?
The coed who was raped
waited one hour on a rainy night
to telephone police about the
attack. A girl who was sexually
assaulted waited two hours to
make a report and a female
student who was threatened by a
man with a knife waited two
days before giving police the
opportunity to respond.
I'm not saying that the suspects in each of these cases
would have been apprehended if
the victims had notified police
within a reasonable amount of
time, but I don't see bow it could
have hurt.
The prompt reporting of
crimes of this nature allows
police to immediately investi-

gate the scene of the crime,
while evidence is still untouched.
It also gives them the opportunity to do an immediate search
of the area for suspects.
Chances are slim to none that a
suspect will still be in the area of
the crime two hours to two days
later.
In the Sept 27 rape, the coed
was walking alone at 2 a.m. in a
very poorly lit part of campus.
Common sense would have told
me not to be out alone that late
at night. If such a jaunt was
absolutely necessary, why not
call a friend, one that would
rather see you borne safely than
out alone? And what about the
Escort Service?
I have never been a victim of
any serious crime, therefore I
cannot relate to the reactions of
those students who were attacked. But I would hope that
the common sense that I have
used to get me through the last

22 years would carry over if the
situation should arise.
All of those who delayed making reports to police said they
chose to make reports only to
alert the police to the situation.
That's great, but what about the
attacker's next victim? Do these
people think that by making a
phone call and giving a generic
description of their attacker that
they've done their part?
I don't. Not if by filing a complete report and allowing the
police to make a thorough investigation would result in the arrest and prosecution of a
suspect.
What If the next victim Isn't so
lucky? What if the attacker decides to use the knife the next
time, instead of just threatenine
to use it?
Tarantino, a senior journalism
ma lor from Seven mis, Ohio, is
a staff reporter tor the News.

Perhaps those doing the complaining don't realize that the
campus police have had their
hands tied in each of these attacks. No, the restraint hasn't
come from the administration or
the lack of sufficient personnel.
The people who have effectively tightened the rope on follow-up investigations are the
victims.
In three of the crimes this
semester, the victims have refused to file complaints and of
those three, two refused to give
officers their names. Each of the
three victims delayed reporting
the crimes for anywhere between one hour and two

Letters
21 law not fair

ening to cut off their highway

The issue to raise the drinking
age is causing tremendous controversy between the federal
government and state officials.
This new law requires state
legislation to raise the drinking
age or lose federal money for
highway construction and maintenance. A penalty will be assessed if the law isn't passed by
July 1, 1968. In 1963 voters defeated the first proposal to raise
the drinking age. State officials
resent the tactics the federal
government is employing to get
too to raise the drinking age.
Governor Richard Celeste is
in favor of tougher laws punishing drivers who have been drinking rather than raising the
drinking age.
We agree with Governor Celeste in regards to tougher punishment for drivers who are
under the influence. We also
agree that age limitations are
not needed. It is unfair to force
the states to comply with the
federal government, if the majority of the states disagree with
this new law. This new law will
also create a greater challenge
for minors to find people to
purchase alcoholic beverages
tor them. Therefore, we think
the law should not be changed.

If the legal drinking age were
changed to 21, first off,It would
start a big uproar! The bars and
dance places would lose quite a
lot of money and possibly even
close down. Most of these places
do business with 18,19,20, and 21
year olds. These people would no
longer be allowed to even get
into bars. Another thing to consider is that at age 18 we are
legal adults. As adults we take
on the responsibilities to vote, to
fight for our country, and to
marry if we so desire. Yet we
are not even allowed to have a
beer!
We think the biggest and most
important reason not to change
the law to 21 is to keep the
drunks off the road. The new law
would force W-20 year olds to
drink in cars and as a result
there would be more drunk drivers on the road. Thus we think
the legal drinking age should
remain at 19.
Keith Chulick
IN Kohl
Dean Drelike
309 Kohl
KimMcCormlk
485 Chapman
Gina Valente
Ml Ashley

CraigDiekman
335 Chapman
Rob Beyer
34* Chapman

It's a bad idea, too
We're sure that everyone has
heard about the upcoming issue
to change the legal drinking age
to 21. We feel that this law wUl
cause more problems that it will
solve. The federal government
wants to pass this law in order to
eliminate all the drunk driving
accidents. They are forcing the
states to pass this law by threat-

Privileges needed
Student athletes must have
special privileges such as early
registration and preferential use
of athletic facilities. Some people think this is unfair, but we
feel it is a necessity.
Academically, we receive neither special privileges or attention. other than early
registration. Registering early
gives the time slots we need for
practice time and enables the
facilities to be conveniently utilized by the public.
Coaches and athletic directors
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plan practice time to accommodate all other intramural and
individual events held on athletic fields and in facilities.
Coaches and directors carefully
work to combine time for practice, eating, and studying to
allow student athletes to fit their
extra-curricular activities.
Without careful planning, the
facilities would be closed for a
longer period of time.
So, in essence, time is such a
vital part of the student athlete's
day that it has to be carefully
planned around practice. Without help from our coaches and
directors, we would not be capable of fulfilling all daily academic requirements.
TomGriga
314 Chapman
Laura Hultquls t
245 Chapman

Improve police
There have been letters about
our campus police force and
their unnecessary harassment
of students. As a campus resident. I believe that there is a
need for improvement.
Hie police are spending too
much time raiding parties and
harassing students. Instead of
being so preoccupied with minor
incidents, they should use their
efforts on more serious crimes
such as rape and robbery.
The police should not go to
such great lengths in their arrest procedures for the smallest,
petty crimes. It seems the punishments are too severe for the
minor crimes.
Police need to be scattered
more evenly. The number of
officers patrolling the off-campus area are inconsistent with
the number patrolling on campus. If the police were distributed more evenly, less students
would be getting harassed and
less off-campus rapes would occur.
The forum on Oct. 9 was an
excellent way to possibly solve
some of the harassment problems. Many cases were presented there, and an officer, the
president of the University, and
the students themselves had an
opportunity to express their
views. The officer admitted that
there is a problem and that they
will try to change the situation.
I feel that there is a definite
need for improvement I am
glad that there are rtfim*!* of
communication between the police force and the student body.
And I am anxious to learn of
results of this prolonging problem.
Rah* GoWb-ck
1M Kohl Hall

rwneew FROM MStooRi

Years of hard work, sweat
payoff for 'polyester' prof
by Jack Nachbar
Tears of joy roll down my
cheeks whenever I try to express how thrilled I was when
the Oct. 11 issue of Friday, the
BG News magazine, aopeared
and I discovered I had Finished
second In the Worst Dressed
Professor on Campus election.
Suddenly, years of sweating
blood had paid off. Those agonizing days spent with insurance
salesmen. Those humiliating
hours hanging around used car
lots and fraternity houses. Those
all-nighters pouring over polyester catalogues. It was hard
work, let me tell you. But on Oct.
11, the election results made me
grateful for every pair of highwater pants in my closet.
On Columbus Day, when I
called my mother to tell her the

good news, I'm sure I was happier than old Chris himself when
he first set his tootsies on terra
firma at Plymouth Rock.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank just a few of
those who contributed to making
my wardrobe what it is today.
Thanks, University administration, for making my salary commensurate with my clothing.
Thank you. Mom. The motto
you so patiently drilled into me,
''Seedy, not tweedy!" Inspired
me even on those dreary days
when I was out of white socks.
And most of all, thank you all,
my thousands of loyal fans who
voted for me. Your enthusiasm
for my day-glow shirts, leisure
suits and surrealistic ties make
each morning walk to my closet
a dally adventure. By the way,
you fans who believe that if you
want to be like Nachbar you

Respond
The BG News editorial page Is your campus forum.
Letters and guest columns should be typewritten, doublespaced and signed. Your address and phone number must
be Included.
The News reserves the right to reject submissions we
consider to be In bad taste, malicious or Ubelous.
All submissions are subject to condensation, and opinions
printed do not necessarily reflect those of the staff.
Please direct submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BO News
211 West Hall

have to dress like Nachbar, will
want to pick up my latest book
published by the Princeton University Press entitled, Dress for
Utter, Abysmal Failure.
The only sour chord In this
symphony of joy is the probability that I was snookered out of
winning the election outright
due to shoddy, Illegal tactics by
members of the School of Art.
I mean, what do art people
know about wearing clothes?
They spend most of their lives,
studying pictures full of people
who are naked. Cheating on an
election of this Importance
makes the crooked shenanigans
on the football field at Texas
Christian look like amateur
night
Friday hinted that it was
going to investigate. Let the
Investigation be swift and sure.
And If It turns out that those
artsy types are guilty, they
should be forced to pay the
price. Personally, I think they
should be dragged into the street
and shot down like dogs. But the
least that should be done is putting them on three years probation, including banning them
from an best and worst-dressed
polls.
Let's police ourselves, Bowling Green, before we get crucified by snoopy Investigative
reporters from Vogue and GQ. ,
Nachbar, a professor of popular
culture at the University, took
second place in the Friday poll
of worst dressed professors.

by Berke Breathed
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Troubled UN observes birthday
by Caroline Longer
staff reporter

The United Nations, celebrating its 40th
anniversary today, has been criticized by its
members for not achieving as much as it
hoped to back in 1945.
"There is general concern among most, if
not all, members that the organization has
not been effective in reducing tension and
violent conflict in the Middle East, South
Africa, South East Asia and Central America," said Tsuneo Akaha, assistant professor of international relations, political
science. "There is an awareness that the
UN's effectiveness must be reassessed."
The political climate in the UN has caused
major countries, such as the United States
ana Great Britain, to reevaluate their participation in the UN and disengage themselves from such international activities as
United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO).
The United States and other Western
countries are questioning if the method of
"one nation - one vote" makes the UN an

adequate mechanism in changing the
course of major political events, Akaha
said.
THE THIRD World nations make up the
majority in the UN and Western nations
want developed countries to have more
weight, he said.
"Third world countries use the UN to
promote ideological propaganda," Akaha
said.
The Third World countries sympathetic to
the establishment of a Palestinian state
have adopted policies condemning Israel
and attempting to deprive Israel of its right
to participate in the UN, Akaha said.
Proposals are being put before the UN to
limit the types of issues which the Security
Council may veto, Akaha said. The five
permanent members of the council - the
United States, the Soviet Union, France, the
United Kingdom and the People's Republic
of China - have the right to veto resolutions,
which is seen by the non-permanent members as an obstacle to the council's productivity.

When a permanent member vetos a resolution due to a conflict of interests between
the proposal and the country he or she
represents, the UN is powerless to overrule
it, which often prevents the organization
from accomplishing its goals, he explained.
LIFTING SOME restrictions from the
role of the secretary-general also been
proposed, Akaha said. Because of the UN's
charter, the secretary-general must have
the "explicit approval and prior consent" of
the Security Council before officially representing the UN in settling political conflicts. Further, be or she may not bring
specific issues before the Security Council
without receiving tacit consent from a permanent member.
"The UN can only do what it is allowed to
do by its member nations. It's not the fault
of UN that it has failed in some areas, but
rather the fault of the lack of support by
member nations," Akaha said.
The UN has been essential in eliminating
illiteracy, certain communicable diseases,
and ethnic discrimination, Akaha said.

Blues concert airs live from Howard's
WBGU-FM, 88.1 will broadcast live a blues concert at Howards Gub H tonight, a program
that most commercial radio stations wouldn't air, according to
John Davis, disc jockey at
WBGU.
The band, The Organics, is

II

I
I
I
I
I

■

playing tonight through Saturday from 11 p.m. to 1 a.m.
"Blues is usually only offered
as programming by most college stations, as an alternative,"
Davis said. "Most commercial
stations offering blues are AM
and are black gospel stations.

3ke *j4wuvngement
Hair, Skin and Nail Designers
352-4101
352-4143

181 (B)S.Main
Bowling Green

20% OFF
haircuts & perms
Cindy, Annette, Chris, Judy,
Diana, Shelley, Carol

Today most stations are Top 40
oriented, where blues is noncommercial, which makes it
hard for programming on commercial networks."
DAVIS SAID Howard's is a big
promoter of blues and was interested in live remote exposure to

blues.

"Blues music is bar oriented;
it's the only place a blues band
can play since most blues bands
can't attract a large-enough
crowd for an arena," Davis said.
"Blues music may be emotional
but it's also noisy, loud, and
people dance during the show."

Floral Originals by Gt^oiuj Scotfe
(formarly ih* Granting Exchange)

Homecoming Specials
Large Football Mum
Corsage $2." order early

Forums sought
Committee suggests discussions
by Phillip B. Wilson
staff reporter

If the aty-Unlversity Residential Relations Committee
has its way, officials from
both the city and University
may participate in a series of
public forums later this year.
The discussions, which
would resemble those of the
recent University's public
officials'/students' rights forum, could be held in alternating locations, according to
Dave Anderson, Graduate
Student President.
Anderson proposed the idea
to the committee at yesterday's monthly meeting.
"I think regular public forums would be great because
there would be a sounding
board for citizens and students alike," he said. "This is
particularly true if they get
the police officers there and
increased involvement from
city residents."
Bowling Green Police Chief
Galen Ash offered to include
police officers in the proposed
forums, providing there
would be a mediator.
Anderson suggested to the
committee that Student Legal

Services co-sponsor the meetings and agreed to check with
University attorney Sandra
Scott about the possibility of
her involvement.
RELATIONS Committee
Chairman Michael Marsden
said city residents have complained to him about Scott's
recent representation of the
students.
Anderson said the main
reason for the numerous legal
service and police enforcement problems are because
of the increased disorderly
conduct citations issued.
In hopes of promoting better planning this year's
Springfest, the relations committee organized a subcommittee to oversee the event.
Chosen for the subcommittee
were: Mary Edmonds, Vice
President of Student Affairs;
Mike McGreevey, Undergraduate Student President;
Bob Wade, former USG president; Tim Brown, USG relations committee
representative; John Quinn,
city council president; ana
Patricia Crowley, representative from the city attorney's office.

H.P.E.R. *
presents
A Package For Student* That Like Skiing Or Just Love A Great Time
Package Includes: six nights In luxury condominiums featuring: outdoor
heated pool, hot tubs and saunas
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Minorities plan special events
Because not everyone has the
same interests, some minority
groups on campus have organizer] a variety of Homecoming
events as alternatives to those
planned for the majority.
"Events like the John Watte/Cheap Trick concert are more

geared for the majority: most
black people don't even like that
kind of music," said Linda Rudolph, minority student activities project coordinator. "Our
activities are more geared for
the minority student, Dut everyone is welcome to come."
"The Minorities in Ohio Vari-

ety Show" is set for today at 7
em. in the Amanl room of the
orth East Commons.
The "Black Greek Stompdown," which will feature skits
and dance performed by the
University's black sororities
and fraternities, is planned for 8
p.m. in West Hall, followed by

'BG
Trivia*
for
sale
New game no trivial matter

the Black Greek Council dance
at 11 p.m. in the North East
Common*.
Saturday the Black Student
Union will host a Homecoming
Party at 11 p.m. in the Amanl
room.The Gospel Choir Festival
will be Sunday at 4 p.m. In Prout
Chapel.

by Suun McDonald
reporter
The tuition in 1914 or tbe
thickness of tbe ice at tbe Ice
Arena are Just some of the
trivia included in the recently
released BG Trivia game.
"It's another learning type
of game," said Gayle Pearson, who coordinated the production and co-created the
game with her husband, Michael Pearson, professor of
marketing. She said tbe
game, which will sell for
$1195, will be released this
week in conjunction with the
Homecoming activities.
Pearson also created the
BG-opoly game, a learning
game about the history of the
dry of Bowling Green, in an
independent project supported by the city's sesquicentennial committee.

Button-hunters' quest leads to free meal
Are students searching today's edition of TheBGNewsfor
the last clue to the hidden Homecoming button? The Student Activities Organization hopes so.
Student Activities had about
5,000 Homecoming buttons
made to be given out during the

week's festivities. According to
Greg Decrane. Student Activities director, all groups initially
Involved in the Homecoming
events got a supply of buttons.
And somewhere on campus a
special Homecoming button is
hidden. Decrane said the button
is distinctly marked to prevent

Food
Continued from page 1.
find utensils, a toaster and an
electric skillet for cooking
breakfast.
The committee could not purchase the perishable items until
last night because of a lack of
refrigerator space.

The committee was given a
$1,000 budget to cover these expenses, Perry said. That includes the cost of food and
utensils, linen costs and pizza
for the students working on the
concert.

»»»3M>rtve SafelyCC<%«:«:«:

anyone trying to unjustly claim
the prize. The person who locates the button can claim a
prize of dinner for two at Aspen,
107 State St., in 405 Student Services Building.
The Fantasy and Wargames
Society generated the five clues
that have been printed in The

BG News to direct seekers to
this Homecoming grail.
"I really donH think anyone
will find the button before
Thursday," Decrane said. Headded the button hunt was one of
tbe many ideas the Homecoming Committee acted upon to
promote student involvement.

Local candidates to
speak this evening

She said the game is similar to Monopoly since it involves buying properties, but
it stresses the development of
the town. Although 1,000
games were printed, Pearson
said they were sold out in six
weeks with no immediate
plans to reprint it.

tional candidate luncheon. The
event will be at 7 p.m. in tbe
Bowling Green High School cafeteria. It Is free and open to the
public.
Candidates for city council
and tbe board of education will
present prepared statements
and then will answer questions
from the audience.

Bowling Green residents will
have a chance to bear platforms
of the candidates for city council
and the board of education tonight.
A candidates' night, sponsored by the Bowling Green
Chamber of Commerce and the
League of Women Voters, Is
taking tbe place of the tradi-

coupon coupon coupon coupon coupon coupon

UNLIKE BG-OPOLY, the
BG Trivia game consists 600
fact cards with a multiplechoice question on each side
about the past 75 years of the
University. Each color-coded
card belongs to one of the six
categories of sports, people,
places, campus life, history,

coupon

1740 E. Woostor
352-0778
open 7 days
This timely documentary
unravels die mysteries
surrounding trie life
and death of Josef
Men^ele. the notorious
Nan war criminal
SAT OCT. 26
1:30PM

with this coupon

352-6424

uodnoo

Pearson said that the object
of the game is "to earn a
degree in trivia, to have a lot
of fun and to learn information about the University."
She said a book on the history of tbe University written
in 1067 by Robert Overman,
then matn professor, was tbe
springboard for the 1,200
trivia facts. Additional information, which took months to
collect, came from past issues of tbe Tbe Key in tbe
Center for Archival Collections in Jerome Library, she
said.
Tbe American Marketing
Assodaton, which is sponsoring the BG Trivia game, will
receive the profits to set up a
scholarship for an outstanding marketing student as well
as contribute to the Ronald
McDonald House of Northwest Ohio, according to Todd
LaHote, president ofAMA.
Although 5,000 copies of tbe
game are to be initially
printed, LaHote predicts that
2,000 to 3,000 games beyond
this will be printed.
"We think it will be a big
success," he said.

The Iris Andrews

serving liquor S b«»r Sunday

CLUB POOL

10% off American &
Mexican Dinners
WOOD CABLE TV

odda-and-ends or non-verifiable information. Although a
game board is not included,
Pearson said the board to
Trivial Pursuit can be used
since tbe cards are colorcoded.

will be closed from
8 p.m. Thurs., Oct. 24 until
1 p.m. Sat., Oct. 26
for Dedication Ceremonies

good for 2 people

Expire* Nov. 31. 1986
uodnoo uodnoo uodnco uodnoo uodnoo uodnoo

rCHMPUS FILMS
Cl

Friday/Saturday
October 25, 26
10:00, Midnight
210 MSC
$1.50
w/ BG ID
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Cash & Carry Specials
Homecoming Corsages
Pre-Order Please
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Football Mum

WINE SHOP
The first and last word
in Italian ice cream:

GELATO
Stop in today for your free taste

Spechtl
this week only:
Gelato
75c a cup

Bring this coupon in
and buy 1 Gelato or fruit ice
and your friend gets one free

107 State St. across from Harshman Quad
Now Available: pints and quarts and gelato cookies
Check our Italian pizzelles with creamy gelato packed inside. Take one borne toaigbtl
^w/»
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A Two Carnation 6- 50
Corsage
9-c.
Select #1
Carnations
$3. 50
red, pink, white

LongStem
Red Roses

dozen

$12. 00

dozen

FTD orders early for best results
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Students adopt elderly as grandparents
by PattI Skinner
jtoff reporter

Students, who miss their grandparent* can
"adopt" a grandparent and volunteer their time
to visit the elderly in the Bowling Green area.
Volunteers in Progress on campus sponsors an
Adopt-A-Grandparent program that visits residents at the Community Nursing Home, 850 W.
Poe Road. This program has been going on for 12
years, and this year about 30 volunteers visit the
The group of volunteers is divided in half, and
about 15 people visit the home on Tuesday and
Wednesday evenings for an hour.
Trie students and residents meet in a one-on-one
setting and spend their visits reading, watching
television, playing bingo or other games, or just
talking. According to Terry Bischoff, Junior gerontology major, the students try to get the residents to interact with others in the home. Bischoff
is a student coordinator for the program.
"ITS A LOT of fun and doesn't take much
time," said Jeff Davis, freshman communications major. "It gives you a different perspective
on life and makes you realize what you have."
Marilyn Wright, activities director at the nursing borne, said the program is a success, and the

residents look forward to the students' visits.
"It lets them know that others outside the borne
care," she said.
Wright gives the volunteers some background
on the residents so they will have something in
common with the grandparent they choose to
spend time with. There are 94 residents in the
home and about 75 have been adopted by University students.
According to Wright, many students keep in
touch with their grandparent during the summer,
and returning students often choose the same
grandparent in the fall.
"Last year I planted flowers with my grandparent so she would have something to take care of
during the summer," said Ellen Harmody,Junior
gerontology major. Harmody is also a student
coordinator for the program.
ST. THOMAS More University Parish sponsors
an Adopt-A-Senior program in conjunction with
the United Christian Fellowship. The program
finds volunteers to visit senior citizens in their
homes for about an hour a week.
Brian Szittai, volunteer coordinator for St
Thomas, said the service is arranged for elderly
people who feel lonely in their own home or need
visitors. He said the volunteers may also run
errands for the senior citizens or help with chores.

Don't Miss...
BG News/Alex Horvath
Karen Blttner. sophomore executive secertarlal major, kids around with Dee Warns' hat during the time they
spend In Bowling Green's Adopt-A-Grandparent program.

MOONLIGHT
MADNESS
Savings Downtown

Photography exhibit depicts
campus changes, expansion
by Pattl Skinner
staff reporter
McFall Gallery has opened its
show of 31 photographs depicting "BGSU: Environment for
Excellence - Past and Present
Views."
The show, which opened Saturday, contains mostly pictures
from the University archives.
The six photos representing the
present campus were taken by
Joe Phelan, senior photojournalism major and photo editor for
the News.
Ann Bowers, assistant director of the show and University
archivist, was in charge assembling the pictures for the disTheicollection includes aerial
shots to show how the campus
has expanded over the years and
a series of photos showing
stately entrance gates that disappeared as the roads around
the University changed.
There are also pictures of forgotten places that no longer exist, such as the rock garden
behind Moseley Hall and the
original Falcons' Nest that is
now used as the American Legion post in Portage. Interior
shots show the changes in some
of the buildings on campus such
as the main auditorium in University Hall.
A DISPLAY of about 100 items
of athletic memoriabilia has
also been set up in the gallery by
Mickey Cochrane, the University's first soccer and lacrosse

coach, and Don Cunningham,
the University's first sports information director.
The collection includes pennants, stickers, tickets, programs, jackets, hockey pucks
and uniforms that say BGNC for
Bowling Green Normal College.
The oldest item In the collection
Is a pair of football pants that
Herb Troyer wore in 1919 when
he was on the first University
football team.

TONIGHT!

"The display is a part of the
75th and a way of letting people
know that there is an appropriate place for items like this,"
Cochrane said. The collection
which has just come into existence will be stored In Memorial
Hall.
The photographs and athletic
archives collection will be on
display through Nov. 10, and the
gallery is open from 8 a.m. to 5
pjn. Monday through Friday.

MOONLIGHT MADNESS
SALEI
asoss&sssssf&g
Save on: Fashion Jewelry 20-50% .. .check sal* togs
earrings, bracelets, necklaces, beads, assorted styles ond colors . . .

Leather billfolds, purses ond clutches by Buxton and Rolfs
25% off. . .
Men's and ladies' watch specials
Bulova and Carovelle . . .50% off Pulsar, Seiko and Lorus
save 20%
Sole Items ore limited to In-stock. Sales ore final...

Come and register for a chance to win a
$25.00 gift certificate . . .
closed 5:00 p.m.-6 p.m.
«A££&*R

itWELRYJTOsU
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MTWF
10-5"
Thur. 10-8
Sat 10-6
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FFisfcrers - Gladieux1
Celebrating our huge

Birthday Sale
all weekend long

20% OFF

Save as much as 50%

ALL MERCHANDISE

(excluding candy items)

Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
Special Moonlight Madness
Thursday 7:00-9:00 p.m.

30% off entire stock
2 hours only
Downtown on tho Four Corners

Hallmark stationery, puzzles,
partyware, frames, posters,
photo albums
Also: Precious Moments,
Fenton artglass, music boxes,
plaques, memo boards, and
much, much, morel!

Two locations:
181 S. Main
353-0207

352-0204

\Z

I Present on coupon during Moonlight Mad-|
I ness. Yon till be entered Into a drawing for i J
| box of chocolates.
IN**

1060 N. Main j Phone.
352-6430
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Drawing held Fri., Oct 25
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Churchill's

Sociology professor aids
in selecting state awards
caliber would bring them up."

by Nancy Boatwtck
staff reporter

Peggy Giordano, associate
professor of sociology, will be
! a lot of time reading in
! next few months, but it won't
pertain to subjects she usually
studies. Her time will be consumed with topics such as molecular genetics and scientific

Boiled Ham
88

$1. lb.
Homemade Pizza
2 item + cheese

7-UP, Diet 7-UP
16 oz.
8 pk.

2 / $6.°°

Q
■v

$1,39 + deposit

3 lb. bag
Jonathan Apples

98'

"Departments or programs
believing they are outstanding
submit seven-page proposals,
Giordano said. ''They argue to
show how a person of a certain

Ritz Crackers
16oz.
59

$1.

ORfcO

She hasn't decided to enter
another discipline; she has been
selected aa a
member of
the Ohio Eminent Scholars Awards
Advisory
Panel.
The Ohio
Eminent
Scholars Proun, funded ,
the Ohio Giordano
Assembly, awards 10
select departments of Ohio universities $900,000. The money
awarded to each university is
matched by the institution, to
establish a fund that would attract a scholar with national
visibility.

THE OHIO Board of Regents
selects individuals to review the
proposals from recommendations of each Ohio university's
Office of Academic Affairs.
Giordano was one of 10 instructors in the state selected as an
outstanding Ohio scholar to assist in the decision-making process.
The process has two levels
with preliminary review by 10
.scholars forming a screening
committee and a panel of five
from the screening committee
composing the advisory panel,
which will make final recommendations to the Board of Regents.
Giordano is the only social
scientist on the five-member
panel.
To be considered for the
award, each department is required to present in their proposal how it stands as an
outstanding program, including
its caliber of students and instructors. The ability to meet
state needs through the addition
of nationally visible scholars
must also be reflected in the
report.
This is the second year for the
program, with 62 departments
applying to be one of the nine
recipients.

$1."

Progresso Spaghetti Sauce

32 oz. $1.29

In an effort to get people to put
their money where their feet
are, the Social Justice Committee is sponsoring a 10 kilometer
walk-a-thon Nov. 3.
The money raised by the walk-

a-thon will go to the Great Peace
March, a national march from
Los Angeles to Washington,
D.C., that will start in the
spring, said Stephanie Szittai,
co-chairwoman of the Social

I •xpire-s 1030-851

| TonTato

OF THE 62 applicants Giordano will review 77 proposals in
detail, prior to meeting with the
panel in November to choose 24
finalists. She will also be involved with site inspections of
the finalist universities following the November meeting. The
Board of Regents will present
awards to nine departments in
June.
"Everybody would like to be
thought of as outstanding as a
department or program, but
there are only going to be these
nine," she said.
Because one of the main goals
of the program is to meet state
need, the awards last year were
technical in nature, with many
going to various chemistry and
engineering deparments.
This year the objective has
been widened to include quality
of life issues, she said.
Despite the widened scope the
majority of the applications
were again technical, she said.
"I wish there would have been
more kinds of social science
applications. It is possible for a
humanities type of program to
be successful, she said.

Group plans giant step for peace

Oreo Cookies
^,1 V% lb. size

Campbell's
Tomato Soup

The University's Department
of Chemistry is the only department on campus that applied for
the award, she said.

H!!fy^s|

10% oz 3/97*

Coke & Coke Products
Pepsi & Pepsi Products
2 litre $1,

I

Hours
THE HAIR REPAIR
Is closed on Mondays
T, W, TH, ■ 9:30 - 6:30
Fri. - 9:30 - 7:00
Sat. - 9:30 - 4:00

THE HAIR REPAIR

Carnation
Coco Mix

29

Reg. $10

Haircut

Mueller's Spaghetti
16 oz. 2 pk.

"Where quality comes first"
located In the Stadium View Shopping Center

12 envelopes per box

$1.29

Lois

Leah

I

352-2566

Suzle

Justice Committee. PRO-Peace
is sponsoring the march to promote peace and the elimination
of nuclear weapons.
The walk-a-thon is to involve
both the campus and the community in a mini-march to show
support for the national march
in spring, Szittai said.
The walkers will meet at the
Union Oval at 10 a.m. on the day
of the marchjShe said. They will
walk down Wooster past Main
Street to Raskins, to Poe back to
Mercer and then down Ridge
Street back to the Oval.
Walkers will collect sponsors
and ask them to pledge 10 cents
to $1 per kilometer walked, Szittai said. She said she hopes to
raise about $300.
The money raised by the
march will go to Doug McWilliams, the regional recruiter for
the Peace March, to pay for
transportation and supplies for
the march such as tents and
equipment, Szittai said.

jiPffiMfflJTRffiffl^
Franco American
Spaghettio's

Play L*nrts tor the Severely Handicapped
Natonai Project oi Pi Kappa P*' Fraternity

OCT. 28 ■ N0V.2

15 oz 2/791
Cheerios
Cereal
15oz.
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$1.79

Tide
Laundry Detergent

42 oz. $1."
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NOW OPEN! * °pen 7 Davs ■week

Churchill's

• Newest Releases

VIDEO
Department

• Video Cassette Recorder Rentals

• Wide Variety of Video Cassette Tapes

When you buy one large
Little Caesars Pizza at
regular price, you'll get
,\ an identical pizza and
pumpkin* Free!

• Competitive Prices
• No Membership Fees
• Convenient Hours

354-2526

•WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

We offer the widest selection
of domestic & imported beer

Churchill's
1141 S. Main Bowling Green
open daily 6am - 1 am
prices effective through

10-27-85

I
I

Buy any large Pizza at regular price and
get the identical pizza and pumpkin* free with this coupon!
112 Mercer St., Bowling Green, OH

354-6500

\
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THE
UNIVERSITY
ACTIVITIES
ORGANIZATION
proudly present

TONIGHT IN CONCERT
AT

ANDERSON ARENA
7:30 p.m.
Doors open at 6:30 p.m.
General public —$12.50
BGSU students —$10.00 with ID
All seats reserved
Tickets are available in the Union
Ticket Office from 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
ONL Y and Memorial Hall Ticket
Office from 6:30-8 p.m. ONLY
No cameras, wording devices, food, beverages or smoking will bo allowed In Anderson Arena
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Professor helps put people to sleep
by Jarad O. Wadlcy
reporter

People who have trouble
sleeping because of improper
breaming might be aided with a
sleeping project by a University
psychology professor.
In early March, the National
Institutes of Health awarded
Pietro Badia and his colleagues
$137,866 to continue a five-year
sleeping project. Tests that alter
breathing patterns through
sound are now part of experiments for sleeping disorders.
After four years of collecting
data, Badia and John Harsh, a
University graduate, will test
the technique, which offers
promise for those with sleep
disorders characterized by irregular breathing during sleep.
"The disease is common
among older adult males in their
40s," said Harsh, a teacher and
researcher at the University of
Southern Mississippi.
People with the disorders
breathe normally while awake,
but "forget" to breathe or
breathe improperly while
asleep. The problem is serious
because it can cause memory
loss and induce headaches.

"THE PATIENT has trouble
sleeping at night, which causes
excessive daytime sleepiness.
Sleep is very important: a person can't stay awake all day,"
Harsh said.
With some disorders, such as
sleep apnea, this sleep/wake
cycle may occur hundreds of
times each night and the individual is rarely aware of them.
"Crib death is almost like the
disease, but it involves chronic
sleep apnea when children are
".■—* Harsh said.
Harsh also stated that the
drop in the blood system affects
the cardiopulmonary system, or
the heart and lungs. People with
breathing disorders rarely die in
their sleep: however, breathing
irregularities can increase blood
pressure and Irregular heart
rhythms as well as a drop in
oxygen in the blood.
Badia will research and test at
the St. Vincent Medical Center
of Sleep Disorders Center in
Toledo. The patients of St. Vincent's have only mild cases, but
have consented to help the project by being tested.
Toledoan Rick Ulrich, a 23year-old marketing research

Weekend Special
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analysist at the Center, has a
sleeping problem and Is tested
at the Research Center.
AFTER HAVING the disease
for several years, he decided to
find out why he was tired.
"I became aware that fatigue
was related to the sleeping disorder. I was always tired In
college - never having enough
energy to work or go out socially," Ulrich said.
Although he said be had felt
this way for several years, last
year was the first time he went
to the center for an examination.
At his first consultation, Ulrich
said that he stayed two nights at
the center to have his sleeping
patterns checked by being
booked up to several monitors.
During the day, he went through
the same process, but with four
20-minute naps.
"For me, it was very important to take the tests. The staff
at the center have really helped,
and I feel that I will make progress," Ulrich said.
In previous studies, Badia's
research team was successful in
teaching those without sleep disorders to alter their breathing
patterns at the sound of a tone

during sleep.
"WE WANTED to learn if we
could control their breathing
while they were asleep," Badia
said. "Our long-term interest
was to apply this technology to
sleep disorders characterized by
breathing difficulties during
sleep."
Those participating in the
studies reported hearing a tone
five or six times when it was
actually sounded hundreds of
times during the night. The subjects did alter their breathing
patterns.
Badia said the method will be
applied to St. Vincent patients
with breathing difficulties duringsleep.
The St. Vincent Center is also
providing additional funds to
help in the project. In collaboration with Joseph Shaffer, director of the center who will also
assist the team, and Dr. Vijay
Mahajan, the center's medical
director, the center has given
full access to its equipment,
computer facilities and office
space.
Badia added the success of the
research will later be tried with
those suffering from severe
sleep disorders.

Continued from page 1.

•beat?
A lot of different things. Somebody in England, a girl I broke
up with. She didn't even like the
song.
Year new album is called
"Mask of Smiles." which seems
to reflect some deeper meaning
thai your other album titles.
What does "Mask of Smiles"
mean?
I started writing this song
called "Street Fighting In The
British Isles." It's about the IRA
and the violence in Northern
Ireland. I'm English and I live
there so I'm very conscious of
i that happen there. When
So to Britain they get
ritish accents, London
Bridge, pictures of Lady Dt, you
know, that sort of stuff. But
there's also violence in the
streets, racism, the IRA blowing
everything up and soldiers blowing up the IRA. Children getting
killed all the time.
Anyway, the second line of
"Street Fighting In The British
Isles" said "crying through a
mask of smiles" in it. I didn't get
the song finished in time (for the
album), but that line stuck.
Yo« did a part on ABC's "PaKr Dons" series a while back,
lat was that like?

Well, they paid me (laughs).
Actually, it was all right. Twas
offered a movie a couple of
years ago, and I turned it down
to do my solo album, Ignition
and I also wanted to go home to
England. When "Paper Dolls"
came up, I said yes. It was a
good time, great people. It was a
complete circus, but it prepared
me for being in front of a camera.
Are there any plans for a film
in the future?
Yes, I have one coming up in
February. I'm finishing up a
deal on that one right now/It's
very exciting.
Beyond "Mask Of Smiles" and
your upcoming movie, what lies
ahead for John Waite?
Robbing a bank (laughs). No,
I have no idea. Keep doing
things and having fun with it. I'd
also like to do something that
has a bit more conscience, like
some benefits or something. I've
done those in the past, but it's
time for more. It doesn't seem
like it, but an hour or two out of a
day can really make a difference. If you can't do that sort of
thing, then you're not a star -you
might as well drop dead.

113 Railroad St.
Bowling Green

2 pc. Dressing
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A. Multi colored textured sweater and matching
rayon challis skirts
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AIR FORCE, IOWA, PENN ST., BOWLING GREEN

UNDEFEATED
UNTIED!!
FACT: BG is one of only 4 undefeated,
untied teams in the nation!
FACT: BG owns the longest winning
streak in the nation (10
games).
FACT: BG is 17-1 at home in the last
four years.
FACT: Bernard White is the nation's
leading scorer.
FACT: BG has won 11 consecutive
games at Doyt Perry Field.
FACT: Brian McClure owns the
NCAA career pass completion record.
FACT: McClure and John Elway are
tied for most career 200 yard
games.
FACT: YOU are BG's 12th man and
YOU make the difference between winning and losing.

Creo

Brcadway/Hazeltcn
Salon
Hairstyles Appearing Nationally in Over
Sixty Fashion Magazines
Voted National Salon of the Year by
Modern Salon Magazine
Complimentary Make-Up Demonstration
with any hair salon service
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
Saturday 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Closed Sunday and Holidays

131 W. Indiana Ave.
Perrysburg, OH 43351

Available for group demonstrations
Skm

874-9404

C OMllCllO

The
music may

'<*&■

BG vs. Kent St.
SAT.

1:30

STOP

*>«

but the party continues . . .

• BG's BIGGEST HOMECOMING EVER!
• ALUMNI AWARD TO THE WINNER!
• 75* ANNIVERSARY OF BOTH SCHOOLS
GET TICKETS TODAY & SEE
WOOD COUNTY'S TEAM

Ticket Outlets: Bill's Men's & Boy's
Wear, Falcon House, B & G Drugs,
Huntingdon Banks in Perrysburg.

WEAR ORANGE

After-Concert Party
at Buttons
Thursday, Oct. 24
12 AAidnight-2 a.m.

V Wildlife'
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EVERYDAY LOW PRICES!
•SCHOOL SUPPLIES
'

.BEER & WINE
•HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
•RECORDS and CASSETTES

2PJ

902 E.WOOSTER - Next to T.O.'s -PHONE 352-3951

SERVING COLLEGE STUDENTS FOR 25 YEARS
OPtN MON. THRU THURS 9 to 9

FRI. & SAT. 9 10

SUNDAY 10 lo 6

ST AW COUPON!

ALBUM OF THE WEEK:.

BRYAN ADAMS

$4.
LIMIT 1

IMAXELL

STATI COUPON

UDS I or UDS II
2-PACK 90 MIN.

Photo/Jecquie Pearson

Kindergarten classes
George Grimm, 4, ended his visit to the campus yesterday by
sitting on the steps of the Education Building with Karen Jones,

junior education major. He and about 16 other children visit the
campus every Wednesday for one hour as part of a kindergarten methods class.

Homecoming

Continued from page 1.
Alumni Award will be presented alumni, faculty and staff with
to the winner of the game. This music provided by the Wendell
new award was designed to be Jones Sextet.
given every year to the winner
FOR THE students the dance
of the Kent vs. Bowling Green will be a Sock Hop at the Rec
game because both universities Center from 9 to 12 p.m. Dewere founded in 1910.
crane said a Sock Hop was choAfter the game a Champagne sen to fit in with the historical
Candlelight Dinner and Dance is theme and because students
being held in the Lenhart Grand can't wear shoes in the ActivBallroom at 7 p.m. for all ities Center.

WFAL is providing the music
and broadcasting live from the
dance. The dance covers 40
years of music and every IS
minutes highlights a different
decade.

Mark Zimmerman, general
manager of WFAL, said the
station will use a good mix of
music. "You can hear a little bit
of anything and everything,"
DecranesaTd.

fi>. it- ■(£

DEATH OF AN
EXPERT WITNESS.
■<3

. J- . i

LJ

Now, choose the eye color
that's just right for you.
Ask us about NaturalTint "soft
contact lenses by Bausch&Lomb.

Wh.n you want to chang. your natural eye color, liven up
your .y.s with NaturalTint toft contact lenses. Available
in crystal blu., aqua, jode and jabl*. they'll help you look
your best while improving your vision. Of course, the only
woy to find out how good you'll look is to try on a pair
of NaturalTint lenses for yourself. Coll us today for an
appointment.

The police lab is usually the place where
murders are solved, not committed.
Chief Inspector Adam Dalgliesh tracks down a
killer skilled in the science of murder.

MYSTERY!
Death of an Expert Witness

Contact Specials
B & L Natural Tint Contacts
'75.88
B & L Extended Wear Contacts
'59.00
Perma Flex Extended-Wear Contacts .. .. '89.00
Hydron Daily Wear Soft Lenses
'39.88
Professional Fees & Sterilization Extra
Eyes Examined by Dr. S. Shift

THURSDAYS
9 P.M.
(Begins Tonight)
WBGU-TV 57/27

Burlington Optical Inc.
Hit I. Weerter, SK*MI Men, Bewtag Ores* 352-2533
IMS S. Keynotes M.. Toledo M2-2020
Sift* Syivonlo Awe., Toledo 472-1113

m TV Worth Watching!

Your Choice of Any

Mexi Combo
or Grand Burrito +
a Margarita for
$

4.95

E Xf'IRf S 1U11 8'.

Elsewhere
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News Briefs

Israeli-Soviet relations improve
JERUSALEM (AP) - Signs
are growing that a thaw in relations is taking place between the
Soviet bloc and Israel, America's main ally in the Middle
East.
The latest indication came
Tuesday when Poland announced that the governments in
Warsaw and Jerusalem planned
to exchange low-level diplomats
to make travel easier between
their countries.
The exchange was worked out
at a meeting at the United Nations earlier this month between
foreign ministers Yitzhak Shamir and Stefan Olszowski and
almost certainly had Soviet approval.
Moscow and its Warsaw Pact
allies ended relations with Israel

after the 1967 Arab-Israeli war
with the exception of Romania,
which is a foreign-policy maverick.
Coni Milo, Israel's deputy foreign minister, said Shamir also
met the foreign ministers of
Hungary and Bulgaria but could
not arrange talks with Eduard
Shevardnadze of the Soviet
Union, which indicated the
Kremlin may want to move cautiously.
EXPECTATIONS HAVE
risen in Israel that Moscow may
ease emigration restrictions on
Jews following private contacts
between the governments and in
connection with the U.S.-Soviet
summit next month in Geneva.
Zvi Eyal, spokesman for the

State probe sought in abuse case

from Arab states in the region.
Jordan has insisted that the
peace process involve an international conference attended by
the five permanent members of
the U.N. Security Council, which
includes the Soviet Union.
Israel had consistently opposed such a conference until
the statement by Peres that it
would be considered.

Jewish Agency, said room would
be made tor an influx of Soviet
Jews by moving 15,000 other new
arrivals from immigration centers to permanent homes.
On a higher diplomatic plane,
Prime Minister Shimon Peres
said Monday in a speech at the
United Nations that he is prepared to consider a Soviet role in
Middle East peace-making if
Moscow renews diplomatic relations.
Israeli analysts say the Soviet
Union may be reassessing policy
with an eye to taking a more
active role in stabilizing the
region.

TOLEDO (AP) - A state probe of foster parent licensing is
being sought here in the wake of accusations that a foster
father raped and assaulted children in his care.
State records show that Daryl Lee Hart, indicted Oct. 10 on
four counts of rape and two of felony child endangering, was
given expanded foster home rights to care for four children
instead of two, despite a record of striking and pushing
children at a shelter run by the licensing organization.
Robert Carson, board director, has asked the Ohio Human
Services Department to review the county foster care program
because "some serious concerns have surfaced regarding the
quality and certification" of foster homes.
Tracey Field, deputy director for program development with
the state Human Services Department, said Tuesday she will
assist in the probe and has been informed of problems in Lucas
County.

A FOREIGN Ministry spokesman said Israeli-U.S. relations
would not be involved. "If relations with the Soviet bloc are
resumed it will have no affect on
the warmth of our relations with
the United States." be said,
speaking on condition of anonymity.

This desire is reflected in commitments Moscow has obtained

Experts: Inflation rise low
WASHINGTON (AP) - The fifth straight 0.2 percent monthly
increase in the government's Consumer Price Index means
inflation is running at such a slow pace that Social Security
recipients will get their smallest cost-of-living raise since
benefits were tied to inflation.
Moreover, the September retail price measure reported
yesterday by the Labor Department added the final figure to a
federal income tax "indexing" formula that will translate to a
barely noticeable change in the average American's 1986
taxes.
The 3.7 percent tax indexing change - based on comparing
fiscal 1985 inflation to 1964 -will result in the *l,04O-per-person
income tax exemption rising to $1,080 for returns filed in 1967.
The standard deduction for single people will go from $2,390 to
$2,480 and for couples from $3,540 to $3,670.

Automation leads auto talks' list
TWTNSBURG, Ohio (AP) Talks on local issues became the
focus of attention yesterday at
striking Chrysler plants in Ohio
as United Auto Worker leaders
hailed the tentative agreement
worked out earlier on national
issues.
John Rach, vice president of
UAW Local 122 at the company's
stamping plant in Twinsburg,
said automation will be a major
issue in the local contract negotiations because it is causing the
loss of many jobs.
"There have been many jobs
lost in our plant because of robotic systems and automation
they're putting into the plant,"
he said. "This robotic equipment has probably put some 300
people out of work in the past

year."
Bill Gorman, president of
UAW Local 1331 at the Chrysler
Ample* division plant in Van
Wert, said he expected local
issues to be resolved by the time
members vote on the national
contract, during the weekend.
Rach, said, however, "The
union and the company are far
apart on lots of issues/'
Gorman said regardless of the
outcome of local talks, be expects the 450 members at the
van Wert plant to be back on the
job Monday.
Gorman was to travel to Detroit today to hear more about
the proposed national contract.
He said ne is optimistic it will be
approved.
"From what I've heard about
112 S. Main, Downtown
Bowling Green, Ohio
Phone 354 3098

• T-SHIRTS
(Long & Short Sleeves)
• SWEAT SHIRTS
• HOODED SWEAT
SHIRTS
• MUSCLE SHIRTS
• SOCCER SHIRTS

• BASEBALL JERSEYS
• BASKETBALL JERSEYS
• FOOTBALL JERSEYS
• SIZES 6 Months To
Adult* XL
• HATS
• CORDUROY HATS
We Do Custom Embroidery & Silk Screening

*2.00 OFF

ONLY
$2.00

COLUMBUS (AP) - The State Highway Patrol pulled its
investigator off a political coercion case in northwest Ohio at a
time when the probe should have been expanded, Norwalk Law
Director Reese Wineman told a Senate panel yesterday.
Wineman, a Democrat, told the Republican-controlled Senate Judiciary Committee that IX. Joseph Hopkins had been
investigating allegations that two Huron County businessmen
were solicited for Democratic political contributions by workers in District 3 of the Ohio Department of Transportation.
Wineman said the patrol had been working on the case since
the spring of 1964, but that he learned in September that year
from Patrol Capt. R.F. Wilcox of Hopkins' role being ended.

Estrogen reports contradictory
BOSTON (AP) - Two papers examining the effects of
estrogen pills on older women's hearts reached the New
England Journal of Medicine at almost the same time. One
suggested that the hormone prevents heart disease, the other
that it causes it.
Both studies were found to be valid, and both are being
published in today's issue of the journal. The conflicting
results, say experts, hold lessons about how science works and
what should be made of its conclusions.
"This illuminates that one should never take as gospel what
is published in the New England Journal of Medicine but
should take it as the current state of the art," said Dr. Jay
Winston, assistant dean of the Harvard School of Public
Health. "If only one group had submitted to the New England
Journal, the press would be reporting one conclusion or the
other, depending on the luck of the draw."
Dr. Marcia Angell, deputy editor of the journal, said the
papers were sent Independently to outside experts for evaluation, and both appeared to be well done and worth publishing.
So the weekly magazine ran them back to back.

Another picket, Rufus Dean.
43, of Akron, said he expected
workers to approve the contract
if the union came close to
achieving most of its goals.
"People are about ready to go
back to work," said the 20-year
Chrysler employee.

MIDNI7E GrlOW

CLA-ZEL
N.MAINST

(Ih. world. I*million)
In th. future, wtert Wiiaros rule the
•anil. And Ihe power, of me|lc pmrnll
oter Ihe forcee of technologe In Ihe

THE DUSTERS ARE DACK.
The # 1 Comedy Of
All Time Returns.

»2J0OOFF

final belli, for world

GHOSTDUSTERS^ WIZARDS

Any B.G.S.U.
Sportswear

BS
Somewhere, somehow,
someone's going to pay.

N

Patrol investigation stopped short

Union member Joseph Locklear, S3, of Hudson said the
strike would be worth it if the
union achieved a better pension
plan and job security for workers with less experience.
Locklear, a Chrysler worker
for 30 years, said he was happy
with news that the UAW had
achieved pay parity for Chrysler
workers with those at Ford and
General Motors.
"I'm glad we're getting it settled before the weather gets too
cold," Locklear said as he stood
near a fire in a barrel outside a
plant gate.
But he added: "I could have
used another week off. I've been
doing some work around the
house, but I think most guys
want to get back to work."

BUI Bon, president of the UAW
Local at the Twinsburg plant,
said he hoped the local's 3,400
members could be back to work
on Monday.
"I'm optimistic that whatever
is in the package is close to what
we're looking for," he said of the
national contract worked out at
Chrysler headquarters in Hi inland Park, Midi., early yesterFRI. & SAT.

Any B.G.S.U.
Sportswear

day morning.
Bon said picketing would continue at the plant until the
agreement is ratified. About a
dozen pickets were on duty yesterday morning, shortly after
news of the agreement came at 5
a.m..

it, it sounds like an excellent
contract to me," be said. "It
seems like a pretty good deal maybe one of those things you
can't refuse."
Tom Neal, president of UAW
Local 1*35 at the Toledo manufacturing plant in Perrysburg
Township, said the local's 1,350
members will vote beginning
Sunday morning on local and
national contracts. They will
receive their strike pay at the
same time, he added.
"From what I know about it
right now. the national
agreement addresses all the major concerns that we had, he
said. The local agreement addresses all the local concerns
that we had, and I'm very
pleased with both of them."
He called the national pact a
"fair deal" and predicted approval of it.
"I believe it will be an overwhelming ratification," Neal
said.

ICE COLD BEER, WINE,
COOLERS, KING KEGS,
24 RETURNABLES

LARGE 2 ITEM PIZZA

THUfWOAY STUDENTS
WITH VALID ID
ONLY J2.00

$5.00 or

GLBM CLOSE

12" FRENCH BREAD PIZZA

m

C" C 3 I

MODES
AT 730*

—

7:30 & 9:15

$2.50

n

J.T.'S PIZZA
CARR Y OUT

tvEL-ANJLTsisio

WED. STUDENT NIGHT
ONLY $2.00

CLA-ZEL
N M4>U ST

■ When the was Jan she was
luety very good, but when she^

mwasbadshewas...
\ AT 7:30* 9:16

SUNDAY
WINE SALES

/TnALPhT

BAKS11I FILM

«

Glenn Close [i'-i.;

352-54T5, Thurs.-Fri.-Sat. 405 Thurstin
Delivery till 3 a.m.

State Minimum on All Beer, Wine, and Coolers

^

To Save Money — Watch Your Prices!!
COLD WINE - SUNDAY SALES

Frito Lay
Ruffles
2 Liter

Sprite or Pepsi

GfilLL and CAFE
7*oz99«

$1.09

R.C.

Cherry Cola 6,*.<».$1.39
MYLES'

RACKETEER'S
I HI D.U. BUILDING

FOR LUNCH
Our enticing all new luncheon menu
♦ daily specials for $1.99 ♦
Lunch is wnvd ctaHyfrom tiam to .t(>m

(
f

Your Party Headquarters J

107 State street at E Vvtooster
Bowling Green Ohb 43402

353-8735

^r* k0f
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Hunger conditions improving
SEKOTA, BthiopU (AP) - A
year ago in the mountains of
Sekota, people were dying of
starvation by the hundreds every day. Now. after a huge international effort to alleviate
Ethiopia's famine, people are
still dying, but the numbers are
lower.
Near newly dug graves,
women and children scratch in
the rocky soil for a few seeds of
grass to help them stay alive.
This isolated village in northern Wollo region, about 250
miles north of the capital. Addis
Ababa, is one of the pockets of
which still exist in
Because of its remoteness,
lack of good roads and a large
presence in the area of guerrillas of the Tigre People's Liberation Front, Sekota has stayed
outside the mainstream of the
famine relief effort.
A month ago, a truck convoy
braved an attack by insurgents
and made its way over tortuous

roads to deliver food to Sekota.
At about the same time, British
Royal Air Force Hercules transports airdropped food in a sixday operation.
THAT WAS the last food from
outside to reach the village,
where a few staffers from the
International Red Cross and the
French-Belgian volunteers'
group Medians sans Frontieres
(Doctors without Borders)
maintain a feeding center for
about 2,U» people.
Between 800 and 900 other
people hoping to get food from
the center were camped in the
shade of trees near an Ethiopian
Orthodox church. At night the
temperature drops to near freezi number of deaths varies
from day to day, and no figures
were available. One day this
week there were at least two
funerals at Sekota.
Relief workers said other enclaves of famine were still being

discovered in Ethiopia, a country three times the size of California and with only about 2,500
miles of fully paved roads.
But In much of the country,
there have been dramatic improvements brought about by
the aid effort.
At MekeUe, capital of Tigre
region, about 80,000 skeletal people huddled a year ago with
scant food or shelter waiting to
die.
NOW ONLY a few hundred
sick and elderly people and
about 1,200 orphans remain in
the camp. Most of the other
survivors have gone back to
their farms to take advantage of
the rains which came during the
past few months to break a
three-year drought.
Children laughed as they
played soccer on a scrubby plain
at Mekelle where not so long ago
their parents died. But their
future is fragile, relief workers
said.
A year ago, the government's

relief and rehabilitation commission was coping almost alone
with a famine that affected an
estimated 8 million of Ethiopia's
42 million people. Today, scores
of relief agencies from around
the world help Ethiopia's Relief
and Rehabilitation Commission
run more than 200 food distribution centers around the country.
But none of them can guarantee to get food regularly to
such places as Sekota. The government estimates the country
as a whole will still need 1.2
million tons of food aid in 1988,
compared to 1.5 million in 1985.
George Ngatiri, a Kenyan
physician who has been working
in Ethiopian famine camps for
nearly two years, told a visitor
to Alamata In northern Wollo:
"HELP FROM around the
world has made a tremendous
difference and helped to save
many lives. But now these people need aid to get back to their
farms to start all over ag '
There's no simple solution.

GOP challenger critical of Glenn
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
abruptness of a decision to shut
down an Ohio uranium-enrichment plant may have been
avoided if Ohio's U.S. senators
had worked more closely with
the administration and unified
the congressional delegation,
Rep. Thomas Kindness said yesterday.
The Ohio Republican, who
plans to run against Sen. John
Glenn, D-Ohio, for the Senate
next year, made his remarks
during an interview in which he
was critical of Glenn for not
playing a stronger role in coordinating efforts among Ohio's congressmen in focusing on federal
issues affecting the state.
Last April, the U.S. Department of Energy announced it
was terminating operations at
the Gas Centrifuge Enrichment
Plant at Piketon, Ohio, to pursue
new technology for enriching
uranium. There were 1,200
workers at the Piketon plant and
400 workers in both Akron and
Sandusky who were building
centrifuges for the facility.
"The way that fell on us I
thought could have been softened quite a bit or avoided in
some degree," Kindness said.
"The suddenness could have

[

been avoided if we had really
been working as a delegation
and supported an easier transition at least. That wouldn't
necessarily happen if you had at
least one of our senators working with the administration."
HOWEVER, GLENN aide
Dale Butland said it was largely
through Glenn's efforts that the
plant had been kept operating
for the past two years. Butland
said he wished Kindness would
have been able to exert more
influence with the Republican
administration on the decision.
"The Reagan administration
... made a decision to shut that
plant down," said Butland.
Senator Glenn and the delegation met a number of times
with the administration to try to
get them to reverse their decision."
In addition, Glenn said he has
talked to Energy Secretary John
Herrington about making the
plant an attractive facility to
house the new laser process
when it is developed further.
Kindness said he would be
able to work more closely with
the Reasan administration than
Glenn. He also suggested that he
would call regular meetings of

Only Two Days Left

1

Orientation Leader

the state's congressional delegation to discuss Ohio issues.
Kindness renewed his criticism of Glenn's performance as
senator.
"I mink that if he liked the job,
be would perform it," said Kindness. "And from a standpoint of
legislative involvement, that's
been minimal."
KINDNESS, A member of the
House-Senate Conference Committee working on a proposal to
balance the federal budget
within five years, said he differs
with Glenn on how to reduce the
deficit
"He's nut himself publically in
the position of favoring a tax
increase in order to balance the
budget or to reduce the deficit,"
Kindness said. "I think he's
wrong, and I am critical of that.
He's been one of the big-spending voters in the Senate.'
Kindness said he believes the
budget can be balanced over a

period of time by spending cuts
alone if those reductions include
defense.
"We can't have a strong defense and a strong national security position with a weak
economy," he said.
Glenn said that when he was
running for president he had
made some proposals that would
have produced revenue of $80
billion a year.
"Had we done the things back
at that time I was talking about,
I think we'd be in far, far better
shape today," he said. "As far
as now, I have not proposed a
tax increase right now."
KINDNESS SAID that as senator he would spend more time
on issues that affect shipping on
the Great Lakes.
' 'I don't believe we've given as
much attention to that as we
could have," he said. "It's an
important factor in Ohio's economy."

»»♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦»♦♦
Congratulations to the winners
of the Sweetest Day Raffle:
Heather Ring- 1st prize-dinner for 2 at Sundance
Jim McCrave • 2nd prize - dinner for 2 at Aspen
•> Gary Kappleman- 3rd prize -dinner for 2 at Tradewinds

i

We would also like to thank Tradewinds,
Aspen, and Sundance for their contributions
and all those
devoted people ^^
who made this MSB
a success! i^is

Applications due
Friday, Oct. 25 by 5:00
405 Student Services

MAKE YOUR BREAK
TO DENTLEY'S!

Swrv

You deserve a break and
Bentley's in the Holiday
Inn, has just the right
deals for you. Monday through
Saturday enjoy special drinks at special
pricesl And, don't forget the Bentley's
Happy Hour, every night from 4-9 pm
featuring our famous Sip 'n Dipl Make
your break a "Bentley's break!"

Bentley's in the Holiday Inn-Bowllnj Green

1550 E. Woostor St. • Bowling Onw, OH 43402 • 352-5211

A

eu-wuxwrM

WALK IN WITH $750 AND
WALK OUT WITH THE STORE.
We're kidding about the store, of
course, but you'll get a lot of extra
goodies free when you buy $7.50
worth of Merle Norman cosmetics.
We call them "Everyday Favorites"
-a collection of our four most popular products.
This very special offer for products youll use every day comes along
once in a blue moon. So snip out the
coupon and hurry to Merle Norman
today.
I~"

Bring in this coupon to get your FREE
Everyday Favorites Gift (Moisture Emulsion,
Beige Luxiva Liquid Creme FoundatioaCafe
Rose Sheer Blusher;Satin Cinnamon Lipstick,
Blending Sponge) with a purchase of $7.50.
This offer is good through October 31,1985,
while supplies last One to a customer

meRLE.noRmnn
188 S. Main
Mini-Mall
352-7060

Kidnappers9
demands met

Duarte expects daughter's release

SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (AP) - Toe government
said yesterday it will free 22
Jailed rebels and permit evacuation of 96 wounded guerrillas In exchange for the
kidnapped daughter of President Jose Napoleon Duarte, a
friend of hers and some abducted municipal officials.
The deal ended more than
six weeks of tension that
nearly paralysed the Salvadoran government while leaders negotiated with a littleknown guerrilla group.
Julio Adolfo Rev Prendes,
the president's chief adviser,
said Duarte's daughter, Ines
Guadalupe Duarte Duran, 35,
would be reunited with her
family by today. He said her
friend, Ana Cedla Villeda
Sou, 23, who was kidnapped
along with Mrs. Duarte Duran on Sept 10, also would be
freed.
But he said the exchange
would be "at a determined
date" and would be private
by mutual agreement.
Rey Prendes said the deal
was made in a series of meetings held in Panama between
Sunday and Tuesday. He said
government officials dealt
with two ranking officials of
the Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front, or
FMLN, the Salvadoran guerrillas' umbrella organisation.
It has been fighting the government for five years.

A GROUP calling itself the
Pedro Pablo Castillo Front
initially claimed responsibility for the abductions of the
two women outside a private
university where they were
going to attend classes. A
presidential bodyguard was
killed by the kidnappers and
another guard was seriously
wounded.
Rey Prendes described the
decision to evacuate the
wounded rebels as "humanitarian" and said the government had contacted the
Roman Catholic Church some
time ago, apparently before
the kidnapping, about sending wounded rebels out of the
country.
It has permitted the evacuation of a few wounded guerrillas on previous occasions.
Officials at the government
migration office were preparing passports yesterday for
the departing rebels. It was
not announced which countries would receive them, although government sources
said several nations have offered.
About 24 mayors and municipal secretaries are in rebel custody. Some were
kidnapped as long ago as last
spring and the government
had demanded their release
along with the president's
daughter.

Sports
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Falcon booters lose third straight Cards now just
one game away
by Ron Fritz
sports reporter

It seems Bowling Green coach
Gary Palmisano and his team
have forgotten what it means to
win.
For the sixth game in a row,
the Falcons failed to gain a
victory, losing to Cleveland
State 24 at Mickey Cochrane

Field last night.
The last time the Falcons won
was on Sept. 25 when they defeated Eastern Michigan 3-0.
Since that game, BG tied three
games in a row and are now
sporting a three-game losing
streak. Their record has fallen
to 2*4.
"I don't remember what it
feels like to win," Palmisano

said. "What is the definition of a
win?"
The Vikings, who are now M1, scored a goal in each half to
succumb BG.
At the 34:17 mark, CSU midfielder Kevin Smith took a deflection off of Falcon goalkeeper
Jeff Vincent and booted it into
the back of the net to give the
Vikings a 1-0 lead.

BG News/ Joe Phelan
Bowling Greens Tom Kasten kicks the ball past Cleveland States Matthew Quamina yesterday at Cochrane
Field. BG lost 2-0.

The goal proved to be all the
scoring the Vikings would need,
but at 68:06, forward Paul Clark
took a nice pass from Matt Ray
and beat Vincent one-on-one to
give CSU an insurance goal and
a 2-0 advantage.
"I WAS only hoping for the one
goal." said Vikings' coach Brian
Doyle. "But it was nice to get the
second one because the game
could have gone anybody's way.
"On the second goal, Matt
made a great decision to pass off
to Paul, he said. "It was a real
intelligent play."

CSlTs second goal came off a
corner kick which was passed to
Ray. The Falcons have been
victimized on IS of the 35 goals
against them this season off a
set piece.
A set piece is a team's play
that comes off either a corner
kick, which is awarded to a team
when the opponent kicks or
heads the ball past the endline or
a free kick, which is given to a
team when the opponent commits a foul.
"We just keep giving up goals
on set pieces," Palmisano said.
"That is almost like going into a
game down 1-0. We Just don't
react well off a set piece. It
really is inexcusable."
HOWEVER, BG'S loss was a
team effort, as the offense also
sputtered. The Falcons were
just outshot 16-12 by the Vikings,
but they couldn't hit the broad
side of barn. Of BG's 12 shots
only three had to be saved by
CSU goalkeeper Denning McTague.
"Our skill level was Just horrible at crucial times," Palmisano
said. "I've never seen us step on
the ball so many times and lose
it in their goalie's box."
Doyle credited defenseman
Lester Charles for shutting
down Mark Jackson, the Falcons' leading scorer this season
with 22 points. Jackson only took
one shot against the Vikings.

Howard's club H
• VOTED BEST BAR IN B.G. •
•••

The Organics
Thursday, Friday, Saturday
October 24. 25, 26
210 N. MAIN
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A RARE COLLECTION Of UNHELEASED OUT-TAKES
FROM FAMOUS T V SHOWS

TUESDAY OCT. 29
WEDNESDAY OCT. 30
121 WEST HALL
GISH THEATER
HANNAHALL
7 p.m. and 9 p.m. EACH NIGHT
Adm. $3 with campus I.D. $4 all others

ST. LOUIS (AP) - John
Tudor pitched a five-hitter
and the St. Louis Cardinals
showed unusual power, defeating the Kansas City Royals M last night to move
within one victory of their
second World Series
championship in four years.
The Cardinals, with an offense built on speed and line
drives, scored two of their
runs on solo homers by Tito
Landrum, the substitute who
is hitting .400 for the Series,
and Willie McGee, the National League batting champion at .353. Their third run
was a more typical St. Louis
effort, scoring on a triple by
Terry Pendleton and a fullcount suicide squeeze bunt by
TomNieto.
The victory gave the Cardinals a 3-1 advantage in the
best-of-seven Series and left
the Royals in a hole from
which only five other teams
have recovered, the last being the 1979 Pittsburgh Pirates.
The Cardinals can wrap it
up tonight, when they will
send right-hander Bob
Forsch, 9-6, a two-time loser
in St Louis' seven-game Series victory over Milwaukee
in 1982, against Royals lefthander Danny Jackson, 14-12,
and the loser of Game 1.
The left-handed Tudor, 21-8
during the season and 3-1 in
the postseason, was virtually
untouchable in his best post-

Steelers ready for big
game with Cincinnati
CINCINNATI (AP) - Pittsburgh Steelers Coach Chuck
Noll has no illusions that Sunday's game with the Cincinnati
Bengals is anything less than
vitalin the AFC Central Division
title race.
"No doubt about it," Noll told
Cincinnati reporters in a longdistance telephone interview
yesterday. "Irs a very important game to us. We can't afford
to fall another game behind."
Nor can the Bengals, 2-5, who
are tied with Houston for last in
the AFC Central, one of the
National Football League's
most muddled divisions. Cleveland, 4-3, leads the division with
Pittsburgh, 3-4, a game behind.
The Steelers, reigning AFC
Central champions, have already lost to both Cincinnati and

Limited Good Seating -Come Early -So Children Pkase
$
*************************************

'co'st of * cards, SEND

MONSTER GRAMS
P*^_

^

75* for a 6 ft.
message!
On sale in the
Union Foyer
Oct. 21-25

MY SECRET TO SUCCESS.
KINKO'S.

♦ Ribs ♦
Every Thursday Night
Large portions of
Big Beef Ribs
or St. Louis Baby Back
Pork Ribs

Cleveland. After playing the
Bengals in Cincinnati this Sunday, Pittsburgh plays host to
Cleveland.
THE STEELERS are coming
off a 23-10 victory over St. Louis,
breaking a three-game losing
streak, while the Bengals were
humiliated by Houston, 44-27.
Noll said he is concerned
about his team's tendency to be
plagued by mistakes on offense,
even though quarterback Mark
Malone is second in the National
Football League with 13 touchdown passes and completed 15 of
28 passes against St. Louis.
"We're not moving the ball up
and down the field at will," Noli
said. "We have to get consistency. We play outstanding football sometimes, sometimes we
don't."

Don't be ^ ■ ,
--Frightened by the high
1

J
*

season outing of the year. He
struck out eight, walked one
and allowed four singles and
a double.
HE NEVER really was in
trouble until the seventh
when the Royals loaded the
bases with two out on a pair of
singles and a walk. But Tudor
got out of it when pinch-hitter
Hal McRae swung on a pitch
low and away and grounded
into a forceout at third. Tudor
had the first World Series
shutout since Scott McGregor
of Baltimore beat the Philadelphia Phillies 54 in Game 5
of the 1963 classic.
While the Cardinals' offensive effort resembled something less than all-out
warfare, it was a marked
contrast to the first three
games, in which they batted
.198 as a team with little runscoring efficiency. The entire
Series, in fact, had been
marked by a decided lack of
power, with the Royals'
Frank White hitting the first
homer in Game 3 Tuesday
night.
Landrum, filling in for injured rookie base-stealing
star Vince Coleman, homered
off Royals left-hander Bud
Black in the second inning.
McGee hit one off Black in the
third, and the surprise
squeeze came in the fifth as
the Cardinals made the most
of their opportunities.

Pictiufe Place
HALLOWEEN
FILM SALE
NOW IN PROGRESS
110-24 EXP. (100 ASA)
15EXP. DISC (2O0 ASA)
35MM-24 EXP. 1100 ASA)

more than you can eat for only

♦ $7.95 ♦

$1.83
$1.70
$ 1.89

ALL SIZES & SPEEDS . . .

ON SALE!
UNIVERSITY UNION
LOWER LEVEL

3=1 ■ ■ ■ I IT

GRILL ai CAFE
107 Swe street at E Utooster
Bowling Green Ohio 43402

355-8735

Fait, quality copies at a great price. Open early. Open
late. Open weekends.

kinko's

325 E. Wooster
(ocrost from Toco Bail)

COMPLETE SET OF 2nd PRINTS
WHEN BEING DEVELOPED
12—15
24—36
Exposure

Crccrt coptos. Great poopte.

*

BONUS
COUPON

1%clsssfe

354-3977

$.59
T ONE PER COUPON

Exposure
D

""-'-"
W

Bl

"••*'

$.99
UMTf ONE PER COUPON
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Falcon Ruggers
record two wins

World Series "Shows-Me" little
lUriSaHk

VomxWoc

Every semester, I am
overcome with the urge to let
loose with some ideas I have
been festering. Now seems as
good a time as any.
• It comes to me as no
surprise that the media once
again is more excited about the
World Series than most fans.
• Who is going to stop the
Chicago Bears? No one.
• I am convinced Joe Namath
and O.J. Simpson are having a
contest to see who can tell the
most stories about their playing
days. It's obvious they're going
for quantity not quality.
• unless Brian McClure
throws for 350 yards against
Kent State, he won't even come
close to breaking Doug Elutie's
all-time passing yardage
record.
• Not only am I sure that
Bowling Green will win the MidAmerican Conference title, they
will face Fresno State in the
California Bowl and win 45-20.
• Is the United States Football
League still around?
• Does anyone care if the
USFL is still around?
• What ever happened to Doug

Two teams from Missouri are in the World
Series and I can honestly say that fact
excites me as much as having my wisdom
teeth removed.
Flutie?
• I'd like to see McClure get
drafted by the Los Angeles
Rams. He'd fit in perfectly; they
have a huge line and a great
running attack to make playaction passes deadly. They also
have the speedy receivers to go
deep. In addition, 34-year old
signal caller Dieter Brock will
be around just long enough to
show McClure the ropes.
• IF NOT THE Rams, I'm
afraid McClure will get stuck
with some rebuilding team like
the Atlanta Falcons.
• Since I stuck my neck out on
the Cal Bowl, I might as well tell
the rest of the story - McClure
will throw for over 300 yards
with a pair of touchdowns and an
interception. Bernard White will
score at least one touchdown
and put on an end zone dance
like no one has ever seen.
• Maybe ABC should hire Bob
Uecker to do color commentary
for Moday Night Football. He
couldn't do much worse than
Namath and Simpson.
• I don't recall the preseason
polls, but I doubt if anyone
expected Toledo to be doing so

poorly. They are winless in MAC
competition and are riding a
four game losing streak. This
upsets me as much as a class
getting cancelled.
• Regardless of how bad the
Rockets are playing, they will
give the Falcons fits when they
visit Doyt L. Perry Field Nov.
16.
• Why did the Cavs draft Keith
Lee? He is a Mel Turpin
lookalike and Turpin admittedly
didn't fill the role Cleveland
wanted.
• Gary Kruzich didn't break
his hand last weekend against
Lake Superior as the News
reported yesterday. Apparently,
he broke it Monday night in his
apartment.
• TWO TEAMS from Missouri
are in the World Series and I can
honestly say that fact excites me
as much as having my wisdom
teeth removed.
• I hope everyone enjoys the
1985 football season, because the
gravy train won't last forever.
Consider that BG will be losing
15 offensive (nine starters) and
seven defensive players (six
starters).

d* How many times this year
has O.J. Simpson said, "If I
were the coach. I'd do this..."
prompting Joe Namath to say
aftermeplay, "O.J. called it!
O.J. calledlit!"
• Even though the Reds'
season is over, Pete Rose is still
chasing a record - most products
endorsed. Sources say he is way
ahead of record pace.
• Every time I see a major
league baseball player on a
commercial, I wonder if he is
tanked up on drugs and if hell
remember doing the
commercial a year from now.
• BG is one of four undefeated,
untied Division I-A schools (Air
Force, Penn State and Iowa are
the others) but has yet to break
the Associated Press top 20. In
addition, the Falcons have the
nation's longest winning streak
(along with Air Force). What
will it take to get them in the top
20?
• Who are the two teams in the
World Series?
• Eastern Michigan came
under fire last year from the
MAC for insufficient attendance
at football games and the
Hurons were almost dismissed
from the league. I'm glad they
weren't, if for no other reason
than they put out one of the best
halftime press box spreads.
• Aren't you glad I only get the
urge to let these ideas loose once
a semester?

Texas town "fails" to finish grid season
HOUSTON (AP) - There's not
much doing Friday nights in
Marathon, now that the high
school football season has ended
five weeks ahead of schedule.
When the first report cards
came out this fall, half the team
in this West Texas town of 800
people had failed at least one
class, and that made them ineligible to play for the next six
weeks under the state's no pass,
no play rule.
A challenge to the statute,
which runs counter to Texans
obsession with high school football, is pending before the U.S.
Supreme Court.
"It really hurts this town,"
said Gary Lamar, coach of the
Marathon Mustangs, who lost all
five games they had played this
season. "This is a football town.
That's all they have here."
The law, passed during a special legislative session last summer, bars students failing any
course during a six-week grading period from participating in
extracurricular activities for
the next six weeks.

In Dallas, the H. Grady
Spruce High School Marching
Apache Band abandoned plans
of marching during halftime after 26 of the 48 members failed
at least one class.
"I HAD eight trumpet players
before," band Director Don Patmon said. "I have one now."
The remaining 22 members,
dubbed the "The A Team," now
assemble in front of the drill
team each game and play a
single tune.
Statewide, the rule benched 15
percent of high school varsity
football players, according to
the Texas High School Coaches
Association, the only group that
monitors the failing rates of
football players.
Failure rates were about 25
percent for junior varsity players and 38 percent for younger
players, the association said.
State District Judge Marsha
Anthony threw out the no pass,
no play provisions during the
summer, but her decision was
overturned by the Texas Supreme Court.
Ms. Anthony refused yester

Oo lo Tony Packos with MO
Leaving Union Oval on
November 7, 1985 at 6 p.m.
leaving Tony Packos at 9 p.m.
Cost: $2 plus meal
Tickets available at UAO Office.
3rd floor. Union
372-2343

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CUREl!

day to grant an injunction requested by attorney Anthony
Sheppard that would have barred schools from enforcing the
rule until the U.S. Supreme
Court decides its constitutionality.
She set a Nov. 18 trial date to

711 N. Reynolds. ToUd<
(419) 531-5547
1002 1 Main, Bowling Grw
352-5128

*
*
*
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$250 includes Florida Trip - Scuba
Certification - we
provide mask, fins?
& equipment
—4&CMeals not included
International
Training Facility S-414

School of

HPER
*>**
Meeting of all those interested
and those already signed up to go
Thurs. 7:30, Oct. 24
257 Memorial Hall
Ski package for students and friends
good for one hour PEG credit

#
See you there!
*
*******************************

GRAND REOPENING
Look At These
Terrific
SPECIALS

12953 KRAMER RO
- B.O. -

Specials Include
•Free Lifetime
Video Membership
(thii week only)
•Video Movie Giveaway
-Tides Include Beverly Hills

Opt MM
•Tipe Sales
•Free Popcorn & Punch
•Sweat Shirt Giveaway

BG * LARGEST
AND MOST
COMPLETE
IMPORT
FACILITY

Weekly Specials
• Super Sunday
•3500 In Store Titles
•LocaDy Owned & Operated
•Tape Drop Box
lor nightly deposits

352-7031

. RENTALS

hear testimony on the merits of
the case, which now is a class
action suit involving Texas' 1,100 school districts.
Sheppard contends the rule
"impinges on the fundamental
rights of students."

******************************
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dragging two Rovers into the
end zone. Saponari and forward Kevin Koch added tries
while Konczak booted a second conversion in tbe 24-0
whitewash.
DESPITE DRIVING rains.
BG prevailed in the second
match 17-0.
For the third straight
match, center Scott Ault
scored two tries with eighth
man Jon Sweede adding another. Fly half Steve Carte
upped his season point total to
71 with a conversion and a
drop kick field goal.
Against Ohio State-Lima,
wings John Lonsert and Dave
Oster led the Falcon attack
with tries. English fly half
Haroon Khan booted a penalty kick in the final minutes
to give BG an 11-10 victory.
The Falcons, now 22-2-2,
travel to Kent State Saturday
for a four match series that
may be their toughest of the
season. BG will play without
seven of their regular players.
Forwards Dave Meyer,
Chuck Tunnacllffe, Pat Wood,
and backs Konczak, Scott
Huff, Mark Laimbeer and
Terry Busch were named to
the 21 member All-Ohio team
which plays in Louisville this
weekend.

C>
Starting as low as *UC*
00
110.
A 00 nnr
Ar>,,
1 At per
n/» mile"
mil/*
per day
10*
Must be 21 yrs. old

e

SMITH AUTO SALES
17715 N. Dime HWY.

352-4324

Learn to Scuba Dive

aqua hul J?'»,^^

*
*
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Bowling Green's rugby
team blanked tbe Cleveland
Westside Rovers by scores of
JM and 1M, while also edging Ohio Junior division
champion Ohio State-Lima
11-10 this weekend.
The Rovers are a member
of tbe Midwest Premier
League which placed the top
three teams in the national
rankings.
"These are big wins for
us," BG coach Roger Mazzareua said. "The Premier
League consists of the best 16
city teams in the midwest.
Just getting them to put a
college team on their schedule is a big deal, let alone
beating them."
BG's defense rose to the
occasion again with their 10th
and 11th shutouts of the year.
After wing Gus Saoonari's
try and Tony Konczt t's conversion made the score 6-0,
both teams settled into a defensive battle.
But eighth man Pat Wood
started the second half with a
by on a play that has proved
successful all year for the
Falcons.
Following Woods' score,
wing Vic Conti "earned" a try
on a combination kick and
run play that covered 75
yards and ended with Conti

Tap* Rental - $1.95
Second Tape • 99-

•Wednesday Secret
Special Day
Stop by and look
behind tbe velvet curtain I

*
*
*

J
*
*
#
*
*
*
*
*
*

Meadowview Courts
Apartment
Coll now at 352-1195

Two Bedroom Unfurnished
$265 plus gas and electric

Two Bedroom Furnished
Landlord pays water and sewage
$270 plus gas and electric
All residents have the privilege of
using The Cherrywood Health Spa
located at 8h and High St.
Hours: Mon.-Fri, 9-4:30

214 Napoleon Rd.

■cflofen
V Wild life'
THURSDAY
WFAL PARTY
No Cover with College ID
Party with the WFAL Jocks

FRIDAY
ROCK NIGHT
Best Music and Videos Around

SATURDAY
93-Q P.J. PARTY

vru

THE VIDEO SPECTRUM
, 112E. Washington (MW DM d* M Oflkt)
352-4171

Bring Your Pajamas, Because The
Party Doesn't End Till 4:00 AM!
^

Classifieds
Ootobar 24,1*68
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ATTENDMO ONE OF OVER 75 COLLE0C8 M
THE US AND PAYING M STATE TUITION IS
POSSIBLE THROUGH THE NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM. INFORMA
TK3N SESSIONS ABE BEING MELD TUESDAY,
OCT. It AT t:»0 A.MANO WEDNESDAY,
OCT. M AT 12:M P.M. AT 2J1 ADMBBSTRATNM. FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 2•202
.
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Downtown ti th. MX Mai Ftowara. pan" A
ratal aaina oOMrtry pjna.

Ladtoe and OarMaman. MAY I HAVE YOUR
ATTENTION PLEASE:
Alabama Stammara datoneM back Lon Leonard haa ad t naw BOSU. Hi. nag tootoal
taoort wBi mod Intorcapaona (6) In a atigto
game.
Congrata Lori
Your Loyal Fane

TODAY
MOONLIGHT MADNESS

LI KM,
SurprtaedTI You'ra lha bad HVa I oodd aak tor.
Od ready tor tome more portyingl I Lova Youl

To Ha RUpa St. Keg Thieve, (loutabdl CM'H
Bacauaa d the reply to our lad parade!, wa
tra wal aware d your Identity the mam
iBjtjtN tl your Iraterrvty Oonl even deny HI
Wa do hope you promted Itrvjnctoty horn our
rrtendahjplll We aaaume you'd ba ti touch.
Yea. you wB ba out naw targets on Ha DM
board thai month! FlnancJaky dknYaught, Your
Kagtoae FFtENOSlll

6:00 — 9:00
Unedvertajed SpacUH
Falcon Houae
140 E Wcoeter
Downtown B.Q.

a an

Owen Scon,
rm ao eacBed tor you to aaa who you Dig
torevar wB ba. Welcome to Via lamty
Lova. you 00 Big
HAPPY BELATED 21 al ITACEYM
Fratyknul"
Wa Lova Yal Kdhy, Pawn, Dart I Eethe
HAPPY 21M BaTTHOAY SEXYI
HAVE THE UMO WATTING TO TAKE US TO A
OLBET, ROMANTIC SPOT GET PSYCHED
FOR DINNER. CHAMPAGNE AND? CANT
WATT TO SEE YOU |N BLACKI TONIGHT.
PONT WORRY ABOUT HSU -OH, BABY
HAVE FUN, M A LEADER—
CONTINUE THE TRADITION
ORIENTATION LEADER APPLICATION!
AVAILABLE UNTIL OCTOBER tl, 1M5 M 40i
STUDENT SERVICE! INTEWVaTWI WILL IE
HELD OCTOBER 27-11. IMS. JOM THE

9

v*'

HOMECOMNO QUEEN
MAM.EE DKLON
HOMtCOMBia QUEEN
Lome Reark*.
Wat. thara ■ la.
n YEAM OLD. knagkia that'
Happy Btrthdey Lor, lava youraal a good one!
Wa love ya. PAR and Lou

TUPLE I,
HAPPY 4TH ANMVERSARYI THANKS FOR
ALL THE MEMOFtES. I LOVE YOUI
LOVE,
YOUR PORTIIOE PAL

LSAT'MCAT'OMAT'OM
KIT CM FaTVaTW'NCLEX
STANLEY KAPLAN ED. CENTER
NO. 1 M TEST PREPARATION
(41PSJH7B1 TOLEDO

FROM FSMDBNCC HALL IBSUES TO CAMPUS-WOE EVENTS, IT'S RSA ALL THE
WAYIII
RtSQENT STUDENT ASSOCIATION

Who woukt have thought Vat a chaaa to
Howard's and 7 people amaahad In a amal rad
car al the way to Buttons could be ao much fun
I had a bkatt Oonl torgd about the Broken
Boot"
Lova, Janata
MOONUQHT MADNESS
Thursday. Od. 24, 8 p.m -S p.m.
$5 00 Haircut
Oewnpye « Uttman a

WE LOVE OUR SPECIAl DEE ZEE FIEDOESII
LOVE— DZ SECRET S0BOM

n riABS OF CARMQ
nVUNSOPCABMO
Tl «ABS Of CASINO

VOLLIYSAU TOWWAMCNT
•aaaaorad by DaHa Zata
Naaarakar 2, IMS
l-t p.a«. tl tha Nac. Camar
Far mora IntormaUon call
Bat DZ houaa ]ra-2tt7

JOtt THE ATHLETIC BANO
rjeOANBATIONAL MEETNQ
MONDAV, OCT. 28. 8 15 p.m.
Room 1012. MUSICAL ABTS CENTEH
Sloe by Room 1010 MMAC BulrJng or cat
372-2186 Braaa rtayara aaoadaly naadad
Cradl

HEYI OAPJNET PLAYERS AND ALL '
FORMER M«3H SCHOOL BANO MEMBERS
Joti a Urtvaralty Concart Band lor
Spring Samaatar Cat 372-21 SB, or
atop b» lha Band Offlca (Room 1010 Muaical Aria Cantar.)
" ri i UNIII

hava you aaan Nm yar?
tivta lam u your birthday or parly la a graat
gW. Mala Danoar For mora tap. 372-10S4.
PHEONANT7 CONCERNS? Fraa pragnancy
laat. Omactva Into Cat NOW 364-HOPE
I4S73). Horn: M-Th. 12-Spm ; T.W 10a.m.2p.m.; Sal. 12-2p.m.

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
Of NW OHIO
820 N Mam SI . BG
ConfldanaaVparaonal car.
Spaoat Ralaa 80SU atudanta
~nnvartanl Appotitmanta
354-3640

Spand ChrMmaa Braak Shlngll
VaWaavaroraak. Slaamboat 2/5/7 raghta
CUM 1362-9304
SKI ValrBaavarcraakl Prtcaa atarnng al S89;
Man up now, apaoa la Imaadl BB 362-1302
J.T.1 PIZZA ( CARRYOUT
OPEN Ti. 3 am. Thura, Frt , Sal
352-6475
Now la your chanca n gha your badroom 40*
mora apaoa with a ton For mlormaron on ton
tlylaa. opttona ralaa. orarjt and ordanng your
lad, cat now. Cat Tha Lon ConaBucton and
Storaga Sarvtoa 362-3838 18-6 M-F)
WKTEB BREAK Sklng al Staamooat Spnnga
and Vat from 175, or sunning at South Padra
atand and Oaylona Baach from S90I Hurry, cat
Sunchaaa Toura lor mora Intormatlon rot fraa 1
800-321-5811 or comact t Sunchaaa RapIIIIIIIMII or your local Traval Agancy TODAYI Whan your wttar braak courta count
on Sunchaaa'

WANTED
BE A PART OF THE
WORLD MCORD
SNAKE DANCEI
FPJOAY MOHT

You've Bnaay reached fj Fwiatarhood I love
youll

Oraduete BsMdawl needs an apartmem or
room to rent for reaWPttoer and December
eea>. C— Mfy rt 173-1408.
Z fsfTafafe roommeree needed for Spring to rent
aparananl doaa to campua Cat 36»9S06.
Famata roommala naadad to attilaaaa houaa
aprtog 11.1m Plaaaa cat 363-2805

HOMECOMNO OUEEN
MARH.EE DILLON
HOMECOMNO OUEEN

Non-amoklng maw 10 anara 2 bdrm . 1V4barha.
Charrywood Haalh Spa prlvalagaa Spring aam
Rant. 1100/mo Caljm al 362-4288
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SUB
LEASE APT ON E MERRY SPUING SEMES
TER CALL 352-1571

Student Rec Center

HELP WANTED
Looking tor lamim Truaday, Friday I
Saturday nlghta Apply Thursday 10/24, 2-6
pm Coatga sttton, 1618 E. Wooalar

Homecoming Weekend
75* alumni guest pass
r"TheBGNews

PMtaiMBiiu Paraon k> hatp with propoaal to
NaBaaat Carp. Caah bonus plus amptoymant
I
laL MaMraaarta oriantad. Phona
IIMWIM anytaaa.
Traval Fatd Opporturtly Gain vakjaUa markal
»M axpananca what aamlng monay Campua
rapraaanMha naadad Irnmadaaaly lor spring
braak alp 10 Flortda Cat BB Ryan al 1-800282-8221

Good Fri., October 25
4:00 p.m.
thru Sun., October 27

DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m.
(BG News not responsible for postal service delays)

For Sal.! Your Abuma. Wa Pay Caah. Buy Sal
Trada at tha Qraan Tambourlna Wa Also Ram
Atjumalorll a day 1 Deposit Qraan Tamboudna dough St EatlolMati.

RATES: per ad are 60' per line, $1.80 minimum.
50' extra per ad for bold type.

Naxl to Naw Shop haa aurts coals sacks I
laana. ahtta. awaalara. A btouaaa lor avaryona;
houaawaraa. lawaty Tuaa 10-4, Frl 1-7, St
Afa School

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Approximately 35-45 spaces per line.

Kdhed b> Trud* Michel Jaffr
PREPAYMENT is required for all non-university related business and individuals
1
NOTICE: The News will not be responsible for error due to HleQibUity or Incomplete information. Please

6

come to 214 West Hal Immediately if there is an error In your ad. The news wlH not be

10
14
15
1ft
17

responsible for typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions.

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM

18
?0
22
23
24
26
29

Phone #.

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #
(For bang purposes only)
Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear In bold type)

il
I

32
33
34
30
37
30
39
40
41
42

44
45
4ft
47
50

ClsssHrCBtron In which you with your ad to sppear:
Campus & City Events*

54
Wanted

Lost & Found

Help Wanted

57

Rides

For Saw

Services Offered

For Rant

58
59
80

Personals

ACROSS
County
Cileoritions
ThaCnartoi s
cantn*
Both Pf-aiu
Ahaad
Wtfitlnhasta
FiLie residue
Recently
passed
Insifument lor
Stan Gel/
Young one
Title* hokJef
Upbraid
Sotl-cotofed
Molding device
Electronic
tubes
Al home: Abo*
Tikes flight
School org
Inert gas
Soft shoulders
Blessing
Have a meal
Expanses
Large Prat"
Laat penod ol
the Paleozoic
era
Reindeer moss.
eg
Harbinger
Reality
Look alter
OH or
GerlruOe
LiKe Captam
Queeg,
Hunter ol the
Iky
Auto lollower
Wartdor
Potaea-um
com pound.

■M

'Campus/City Event ads are pubtohed free of charge for one day for s non-profit event or meeting only.

5 Spreads out
6 Brains or
beauty, eg
7 Box
8 Name lor a
MoualonHe
9 Tumult
10 Alter Shrove
Tues
ti Satellite
12 item of
contention1
13 Road to Rome
19 Marco at al
21 Donate in
Dundee
24 Brittah buggies
25 Whet haughty
people put on
2ft Containers
27 Slightly ahead,
in sports
28 Search blindly
29 Hindu gateway
30 Hittonc period
31 Deposit
33 But did you
ever —
elephant ny'>
35 Immediately

1
2
3

214 West Hal BOSU
Bowtng Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to BO News)
Phone: 372-2601

_J

4

DOWN
Part of a yard
Pol filler
Spuiane's
"
Jury"
Nobel
physicist 1901

1

1

II
II
M

48 Be on the
payroll
49 Historian »
concern
50 Kiiauea
Output
51 Spanish girls
name
52 Business abbr.
53 vanedirs
55 Part ol OAS
56 Charged
particle

ANSWER TO PHt VIOUS PUZZLE:
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l*»Ta Uaad FurrHura. Rudetpn
Opan 6-6 Monday-Friday

688 3251

STRATFORD
MEDITERRANEAN RUST
COLON SOFA 175 00 I STRATFORD SWIVEL
ROCKER CHAR MIST 141.00. LAMM SIMS
DESK t»D0 CALL Ma-I7M AFTER MO
P-aV MOH-Fm. AXL DAV SAT. 4 SUN.
1880 Chavy CBaSon Cat Laa al 372-2887 or
372-6300. AnyBma ahar 6 p m
For Sakv Otn Mark Four Comp Four Skat. (176
cm) Hansan boots BUS aknan. Mak. oftar on
athar or bom Cat 354-5803
1886 Chavy Capnca si good condition Ralataa lanaponanon. haa pa. pb and ac 1600 or
batt oWar - Cat aBar 6 p m al 364 1807
Bar and 2 atocta frx aparknant or dorm r
oondWon. Cat Qrag 363-4706.
FOR SAUL SONY FULL FEATURC REMOTI
CONTROL COMPACT 1IDOMITV COMRONMT IYITEM WmUTCMNQ SRSAKERS.
MICBBICATIONS: MO WATTS TOTAL OUTPUT. 7 IANO ORAPMC EOUAUZER ANO
SPECTRUN ANALYZER. 4 BAND TUNER (FU,
SW1, SW1, MW), BAND C OOLSY NR AND
AUTOMATIC MUSK MARCH - 1700 OR
IT OPPaR. FOR MOM MFO. CALL FAOt
ATMS414I.
FOR SALE: KENWOOD AUOtOrVWCO REVSR IM WATTS T. OUTPUT AND DKUTAL FFaMUMCV OtBPLAY - NtO. 11M.
AWA PIM TAP* DCCK - 1120
CUSTOM MADC SPEAKERS - 170
WHOLE MT FOR MM. FOR MOM MFO
CALL FAM AT MX1M.
Must aal. HctywoooVDay bad. BaM oHar. Cat
362-1220 a.aranga.

'■

FOR SALE 1872 SUaeRBEETLE
71,000 MLES. COCO CCINDITION - MOO
362-0768

I
p

FOB RENT
1. S140.0O par/momh
paid and own raom. 217 8. Coaaga
CM 164-7847. Ron
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Mail to: (On or Ofr-Campus Mall)
The BG News

37 Cheese lor a
gourmet
38 Vaccine
preparation
40 Egyptian's
Zeus
4t Millimeter parts
43 Revolve
44 Darrows forte
48 Diamond
surface
47 Pet protection
OP

A S 0 "■> WI

81 Handle, to Henri
82 Irritating insect
A3 Ginger cookies

Dates of hMMrtton.

Tefal number of days.

FOR SALE

!
"

■

Larga 1 badroom apt 2 blocks
AaaMMt trniirlMlli. No pata CM 364-1878
aBar S p m AMI tor Larry
WANTED TO SUBLET
1 BR. EH. APT 1140/mo I EkK.
CALL Nancy 362-6834
8b. room carpatad apt doaa to campua
-"-Nov. 1 CM 362-6822

